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ABSTRACT
As air traffic congestion grows, ground-holding (or "gate-holding") of aircraft is
becoming increasingly common. Ground-holding is the practice of delaying the
departure of a flight due to anticipated congestion at the airport of destination,
because it is both less expensive and safer, for aircraft to wait on the ground, prior to
take-off, than in the air.
The problem of developing strategies for deciding which aircraft to hold on the
ground and for how long (the "ground-holding policy problem," GHPP) is a difficult
one. The GHPP is: combinatorial, because of the large number of aircraft and landing
periods ("slots"); stochastic, because there is often a large amount of uncertainty
about the acceptance rates ("landing capacity") of the airports of destination; and
dynamic, because the state of information regarding airport capacity and expected
delays is updated throughout the day.
Since ground-holding is only a relatively recent phenomenon, little has been
done to date on developing sophisticated solutions to the GHPP which could
potentially result in very large cost savings to the users of the XATC system. Research
on probabilistic models of the GHPP has been limited to static solutions, producing
"once and for all" ground-holds at the beginning of daily operations. The
computational complexity of such models requires heuristic approaches in order to
solve practical instances of the problem.
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In this thesis, we present first a dynamic solution to the probabilistic GHPP
based on a dynamic programming algorithm that exercises control on individual
planes by deciding whether or not flights should be allowed to depart at each time
period. The computational complexity of the algorithm limits its practicality. We
were able to solve only small problems using a CRAY-2 supercomputer. However,
the exact modelling approach provides insights which lead to a simplified model
that captures the key elements of the real system and through which high quality
solutions can be obtained.
This new model simplifies the structure of the control mechanism by exercising
ground-holding on groups of aircraft instead of individual flights. Static and
dynamic optimal solutions to the simplified model are derived using stochastic
linear programming with recourse. The algorithms allow for general ground-hold
cost functions for several aircraft classes and the cost of air delays is assumed to be
identical for all planes. The resulting linear programs are manageable for practical
size problems. We have been able to solve problem instances for one of the largest
airports in the U.S using just a powerful PC.
Both, the static and dynamic stochastic programming formulations, indicate
cost advantages when compared with deterministic solutions under different
weather scenarios. The dynamic stochastic progranumming algorithm performed
sigiLfcanitly better than the static motivating the development and implementation
of a very fast dynamic heuristic that works with a deterministic forecast. This
heuristic also gave solutions which are better than those obtained through the static
stochastic programming algorithm. We also compare performance of the algorithms
tested to the passive strategy of no ground-holds, i.e. to the strategy of taking all
delays in the air.
Finally, we discuss the GHPP for the entire air traffic network. Possible
approaches to exact and heuristic modelling are explored and new research
directions are proposed.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Amedeo R Odoni
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
and of Civil Engineering
Codirector, Operations Research Center
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Need for Air Traffic Control (ATC)
The US air traffic network started to experience significant congestion during
the decade of the 80's. Currently, 450 million airline passengers a year travel in the
US [1] generating approximately 100,000 operations every 24 hours [2], with at least
18 hub airports exceeding their practical annual capacity and 13 additional major
airports expected to be fully congested by the early 1990's [3].
Since the system is operating under significant congestion, flow must be
managed so that it can proceed without risk to safety. The ATC system does a very
good job in this regard. However, there is room for improving the efficiency of
operations. During 1986, ground delays alone averaged 2000 hours per day,
equivalent to grounding 250 airplanes which represents a carrier about the size of
Delta Airlines at the time [4]. Capacity shortages are likely to continue during the
next decade, even under the most ambitious airport development scenarios as the
number of operations and of passengers are forecast to grow by factors of 1.5 and 2.5
respectively by the year 2010 [5]. Providing enough capacity to accommodate all
demand even under severe weather conditions and/or in the face of airlines' peak
scheduling practices is not cost efficient as it would result in low system utilization.
Thus, improved air traffic flow management tools will be one of the keys in
accommodating the expected growth in the number of operations.
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In 1988, IBM was granted a $3.6 billion contract to start development of the
Advanced Automation System (AAS), which will be the foundation of the ATC
system by the year 2010 [1]. The AAS will offer automated decision making. Thus,
the controller's function will advance to a more managerial role from that of a
tactician responding to individual targets on a radar screen.
The software functions that will be incorporated into the AAS include
advanced traffic management (ATMS), automated en route ATC (AERA), terminal
ATC automation, and automatic dependent surveillance [5]. ATMS software
functions will help air traffic managers anticipate and resolve imbalances between
traffic demand and system capacity. Algorithms that assign optimal ground-hold
strategies, such as the ones developed in this thesis, will eventually become a key
component of the AT-AS. For a detailed description of the AAS the reader is
referred to [5].
1.2 Centralized Approach to ATC
Any attempt to improve the efficiency of the air traffic network requires a
coordinated approach as the interests of individual ATC units are frequently in
conflict with network wide optimization. Fortunately, the structure needed to effect
this type of coordination in the US is already in place.
The 1981 ATC controllers' strike laid the ground for a more active control and
coordination of air traffic volumes, with the ATC Central Flow Control Facility
(CFCF) in Washington DC regulating traffic flow between key airports, when
needed, on a daily basis. The CFCF continues to be a vital part of the ATC system
today. Assigning ground-holds to flights that would otherwise be delayed at the
arrival airport is one of the CFCFs main functions.
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In Western Europe, where air traffic congestion problems are also significant, it
is estimated that 35 of the key commercial airports are experiencing capacity
problems [6]. Air traffic congestion in Europe is intensified by the lack of
coordination among the 42 different control centers situated in 22 countries. A study
by the West German Institute for Technology puts the avoidable cost of air traffic
delays and deficiencies to European airlines at $5 billion in 1988, of which $1.5
billion resulted from delays, $1.8 billion from inefficient routing and $700 million
from use of non-optimal flight profiles [7]. It is estimated that unifying the ATC
system in Western Europe would result in adequate capacity through the 1990's at
most key airports [8] (similar views are expressed in [7]). One of the key elements of
the proposed unified ( or, at the very least, tightly coordinated) system is a Central
Flow Management Unit whose role will be analogous to that of the CFCF in the
United States.
1.3 Current Flow Management Practices in the US ATC System
In order to exercise effective flow management, traffic volume and the capacity
of the different elements in the ATC system must be assessed on a daily basis. The
CFCF, in coordination with the Traffic Management Units (TMUs) in key terminals
and the Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs), attempts to manage efficiently
the flow of air traffic by insuring that airport and airway capacity are not exceeded,
while trying to maximize utilization of available capacity. The key traffic
management tools in US ATC are comprised of the following programs 1[2]:
1.3.1 Expanded Quota Flow (EQF)
EQF is a ground delay program administered by the CFCF which controls the
flow of traffic by holding the aircraft on the ground. This is one of the most
effective and economical traffic management tools as it reduces air congestion,
limiting the duration of airborne delays which are more expensive and less safe.
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Implementing efficient ground-holds is difficult as uncertainties in weather affect
airport capacity significantly. Currently, the EQF program uses a deterministic
landing capacity forecast for each of the major airports. It assigns forecasted
capacity on a first-come first-served basis with all expected delays exceeding 15
minutes assigned as ground-holds.
Due to the probabilistic nature of airport capacities, even under optimal
assignment of ground-holds, there will be instances in which airport landing
capacity is lost while planes sit waiting on the ground. However, these occurrences
may currently be more frequent than necessary when bad weather is expected, as
airports tend to provide conservative capacity forecasts to protect their airspace
from saturation. As a result, carriers are often advocating more "liberal" ground-
holding strategies, even to the extreme of returning to the procedures used previous
to the 1981 strike [4], when lower congestion levels made it possible to absorb most
delays in the air. The trade-off in establishing ground-hold delays is between
conservative policies that may at times assign excessive ground-holds and optinmistic
ones that may result in more expensive air holds.
We see that an effective EQF program should: i) consider the cost structure of
ground and air delays; ii) improve forecasting practices in order to reflect the
uncertainties in airport capacity due to weather; and iii) be able to respond to a
constantly changing system. The algorithms developed in this thesis will begin to
address these key issues.
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1.32 En Route Spacing (ESP), Departure Spacing (DSP), and Arrival Spacing
(ASP) Programs
These three programs are real-time tactical ATC tools that interact dclosely in
order to control traffic flow so as to decrease congesion and improve capacity
utilization at the arrival airports. ESP is implemented during periods of peak arrival
demand and consists of path stretching, speed control and rerouting of airborne
aircraft in order to provide appropriate spacing between aircraft proceeding to the
same airport. DSP controls departure flow during severe weather conditions and
releases departing aircraft taking into consideration the number of en route aircraft
already bound for the same airport. ASP is used to limit arrival rates into a terminal
area so that these rates match the maximum airport capacity for the given weather
conditions and runway configuration. ESP, DSP, and ASP are "fine-tuning" tools
and should be part of an ATC system that utilizes an efficient EQF program as its
strategic foundation.
1.4 Systematic View of the Congestion Problem in ATC
Due to the complexities associated with the congestion problem in ATC and the
possibility of dealing with it in different ways, a systematic approach to the problem
is necessary. The following discussion is based on a paper by Odoni [9], which to
our knowledge offers the first systematic discussion of the problem. We start by
classifying the different approaches to deal with the problem and then focus on
describing the one relevant to this thesis.
Possible actions for dealing with the congestion problem in ATC can be
dclassified according to time span.
* Long-term approaches are aimed at increasing network capacity through
improved ATC technologies which result in a more efficient utilization of
airspace and runways; and construction of new facilities such as new
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airports and/or additional or better airways in existing airports. These
actions typically have a time horizon of 5 to 10 years, require significant
capital investment and may encounter public opposition since new facilities
are frequently needed close to large metropolitan areas.
* Medium-term approaches try to modify demand patterns in order to
alleviate congestion and have a time span of 6 months to 2 years. Possible
actions include imposition of time-varying landing fees and user charges to
encourage off-peak use of airports and imposition of quotas on airport use
[10]. These types of actions are effective in reducing congestion to the extent
that airlines are willing/able to modify current scheduling practices, which
tend to duster landings and take-offs due to the hub/spoke system of
operation and trying to accommodate passenger preference for flying
during peak hours.
* Short-term approaches deal with congestion on a daily basis and comprise
the ATC practices described in section 1.3. Such actions try to optimize
operations for a given daily schedule of flights and network capacity. The
objective is to best match demand with available capacity of the various
components cf the ATC network on a daily basis. This is known as the ATC
Flow Management Problem (MP).
1.4.1 Classification of Short Term ATC Practices
The ATC practices described in Section 1.3 can be classified as being either of a
strategic or of a tactical nature. Implementing optimal ground-holds, as in the EQF
program, requires anticipating network capacity, assessing the effects of current
ground-holds as well as trying to determine future ground-holds. Thus, the EQF
program can be seen as a strategic tool. On the other hand, actions taken under ESP,
DSP, and ASP respond to real-time requirements of the ATC network and can be
classified as tactical.
This thesis addresses strategic aspects of the FMP as they play a more
important role in reducing the cost of operations. Thus, we concentrate on trying to
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resolve the most important strategic choice in ATC, namely the trade-off between
ground-holding delays and airborne delays. We refer to this as the Ground-holding
Policy Problem (GHPP). Next, we describe the model of the air traffic network used
as the basis for solving the GHPP in its most generic form.
1.4.2 Model for The GHPP
The generic model presented here is discussed in [9]. The model is
macroscopic in nature, yet it captures the essential elements needed to solve the
GHPP. It avoids excessive detail by introducing reasonable assumptions that
simplify the problem without affecting significantly the quality of the solution. I
example, we assume constant flight times, ignoring the effect of tactical actions s
as a: .tering, speed control and path - stretching which have a lesser impact on
operating costs than the ground-hold versus air delay trade-off.
For
such
11111-
Queue
e
Figure 1.1 "Star" Configuration Network
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Systern go.
The air traffic network considered under the GHPP can be described with
reference to the single-destination network shown in Figure 1.1. It is understood
that in the complete network all airports handle arrivals as well as departures.
Assumptions are as follows:
(i) N aircraft are scheduled to arrive at the "arrivals" airport Z from the
"departures" airports.
(ii) Airport Z is the only capacitated element of the network and thus the only
source of delays. All other elements in the network (departure capacities,
airways, etc.) have unlimited capacity.
(iii) Departure and travel time of each aircraft is deterministic and known in
advance.
(iv) The time interval of interest is [0, L], with the earliest departure scheduled
at 0 and the latest arrival scheduled at L. The time interval [0, L] is
discretized into T time periods numbered 1, 2,... T.
(v) At each t, we have access to the joint probability mass function (PMF) of
airport Z capacities, Kt+l,..., KT: PKt+ . . . KT (t). Capacity for each
period t (with t=l, 2,... T) becomes known at the beginning of t. Also,
the capacity, KT+1, at period T+1 is infinity.
(vi) Ground and air delay cost functions for each flight are known:
- cgi(j) is the marginal cost of delaying Flight i for the jth time period,
on the ground.
- cai (j, k-j) is the marginal cost of delaying Flight i for the (k-j)th time
period in the air where j is the time period of the scheduled arrival of
Flight i to airport Z.
The relevance of the above assumptions is discussed in [9] and in [11].
From this generic model we see that the following aspects must be
considered in solving the GHPP:
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* The problem is stochastic. Airport capacity is affected
significantly by adverse weather conditions. Due to the uncertainty
in the weather, a probabilistic forecast of airport capacity must be
considered.
* The problem is dynamic. The probability distribution of airport
capacities evolves through time. Moreover, even for a static
probability distribution of airport capacities, a dynamic approach to
problem solution may result in better strategies as the history of
airport capacities is considered when making ground-hold
decisions.
* The problem is combinatorial. Because ground and air delay costs
may differ among aircraft, the composition of the flow arriving at
airport Z must be determined.
* Network dependencies complicate the problem. In the complete
network, the effect of delays on departure times of connecting and
continuing flights must be considered.
1.5 Research to Date
Interest in solving the GHPP developed recently as congestion of the ATC
network became more significant during the decade of the 1980's. Thus, the
literature dealing with the problem is limited. Odoni presents the first systematic
description of the GHPP in [9] and discusses the full complexity of the most generic
version of the problem. Due to the complications arising in trying to solve the
generic version of the problem, initial research has focused on simplified versions.
The networks considered so far consists of the single destination network of Figure
1.1 which we refer to as the "star configuration" problem. Following is a review of
research to date on the star configuration problem, indcluding current CFCF ground-
holding practice.
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1.5.1 Current CFCF Practice
As described in Section 1.3, the CFCF assigns ground-holds using a
deterministic landing capacity forecast for each airport. Available capacity is then
assigned on a first-come first-served basis with expected delays, above a threshold of
15 to 20 minutes, assigned as ground-holds. We see that, if the delay threshold were
zero, this approach would certainly minimize operating costs of the "star" network
under the assumption of deterministic capacities and constant marginal ground and
air delay costs (a and Cg) equal for all planes, with ca > Cg.
1.5.2 The Deterministic Problem With Known Delay Cost Functions For Each
Flight
In his PhD thesis "Ground-Holding Strategies For Air Traffic Control" [11],
Terrab showed that this problem can be formulated as a minimum cost flow
problem and can be transformed to the assignment problem solvable in time O(N3).
Terrab also developed an algorithm that solves the problem in O(N n N) steps for a
special dass of cost functions.
These algorithms take into consideration the differences in operating costs for
different types of aircraft. However, they do not consider the probabilistic nature of
airport capacities.
1.5.3 The Single Time Period Probabilistic Problem
The first attempt to solve a probabilistic version of the GHPP appears in a 1987
paper by Andreatta and Romanin-Jacur [12]. Capacity is assumed to be limited
during a single time period according to a specified probability distribution. The
algorithm developed is based on dynamic programming (DP) with flights ranked in
decreasing priority order as the stage variable. The algorithm is polynomial in the
number of flights with complexity O(N2).
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This algorithm has an advantage over a deterministic approach in that it
considers the stochastic nature of airport capacities. However, the analysis is limited
to a single congested period. The solution is static since it determines a "once and
for all" ground-hold policy at the time of the first take off, ignoring the evolution of
the capacity forecast over time.
1.5.4 The Multi-Period Static Probabilistic Problem
Terrab [11] solved the multi-period version of the static probabilistic problem
through a dynamic programming algorithm which is an extension of the algorithm
developed by Andreatta and Romanin-Jacur. The algorithm uses flights ordered
according to a fixed landing priority rule as the stage variable. The complexity of
the algorithm is O(N C (T +1)2MT), where C is the number of capacity cases in the
capacity forecast and M is the maximum number of possible capacity values for a
single time period.
The magnitudes of N, M and T found in practice limit the use of the exact
formulation. For example, at Boston's Logan Airport N is in the order of 500 to 600
flights; for a time span of 15 hours, with 15 minute duration periods, the number of
periods T is 60; and M is as high as 15-16 landings per 15 minute period. This
algorithm produces a static solution for a time invariant capacity forecast, and a
static landing priority rule. A dynamic approach to solving the problem may
improve the solution as the history of airport capacities is considered when making
ground-hold decisions. A dynamic approach also allows landing rules that reflect
ATC landing practices such as first-come first-served landing, and landing according
to decreasing marginal cost.
1.5.4.1 Heuristic Solutions to the Multi-Period Probabilistic Problem
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Due to the limitations of the static dynamic programming algorithm in solving
practical problems, Terrab considered heuristic approaches to problem solution
[11]. Here we discuss briefly the two best performing of these heuristics. Both were
tested with a sample problem generated using the operations profile for a typical
1987 day at Logan Airport.
- Limited Look-head: The time period of interest is divided into Q
subproblems, each with R time periods (R = T/Q). The dynamic
programming algorithm is then used to solve each subproblem. The
complexity of this heuristic is O(Q N C (R+1)2 (M+1)R), and we see that
the heuristic is of practical value only for small values of R. Since each
subproblem is solved assuming unlimited capacity for future time
periods, we see that the performance of the heuristic deteriorates for
problem instances showing significant congestion.
- Greedy Heuristic: This heuristic assigns ground-holds for each flight
independently, according to a fixed landing priority rule. It starts with the
highest priority flight and assigns to it a ground-hold that minimizes the
expected cost of delay for that flight. It then moves down the list of flights
according to decreasing priority. The complexity of this heuristic is O(N
C(T+1)2) and it performs as well and often better than the Limited Look-
ahead heuristic for a special class of cost functions.
1.6 Thesis Objective
This thesis focuses on solving probabilistic versions of the GHPP for a star
configuration network. The model used is basically the one described in Section
1.4.2 modified to include operational aspects of the ATC system such as forecasting
capacities, equal access policies, and air delay cost structures that are in line with the
macroscopic nature of the model.
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop static and dynamic algorithms
that provide high quality solutions to practical instances of the GHPP for the largest
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airports in the US. The secondary objective is to set the stage for future research on
problems involving complete networks of airports.
1.7 Thesis Content
In Chapter 2 we will look at a dynamic optimal solution to the GHPP on a star
configuration network in its most generic version. The algorithm presented is based
on dynamic programming, using the beginning of time periods as the stage variable.
An improvement over the static dynamic programming solution [111] is possible
even for the case of a time invariant PMF for airport landing capacities, as the
history of past capacities is considered when making decisions at each stage. The
algorithm also allows for landing rules which reflect current ATC practice and are in
line with the macroscopic aspects of the model. The algorithm was implemented on
the CRAY-2 supercomputer. Although the complexity of the algorithm limits
application to small problems, it has provided some valuable insights on how to
revise the original model in order to develop optimal algorithms with practical
relevance.
Chapter 3 presents an optimal static solution to the GHPP based on stochastic
programming with single recourse. The resulting algorithm yields a linear program.
Problem size is essentially independent of the number of flights. Thus, practical
problems can be solved even for the largest airports in the network. The
formulation allows for general ground-hold cost functions with aircraft grouped in
up to three cost categories. All planes are assumed to have identical air delay cost
function. We discuss why this is a sound assumption given the macroscopic nature
of the model. We also present a decomposition algorithm that exploits the block
angular structure of the constraint matrix for this stochastic linear programming
model.
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Chapter 4 presents an optimal dynamic solution based on stochastic
programming with recourse. Ground-holds can be assigned up to three times
during the day, resulting in an improvement over the static solutions obtained in
Chapter 3. The algorithm yields a linear program of larger size than in the case of
the static solution but still manageable for practical problems. The algorithm allows
for general ground-hold cost functions for several aircraft classes. The cost of air
delays is assumed to be identical for all planes.
In Chapter 5 we assess the performance of the stochastic programming models
developed in Chapters 3 and 4 using 1988 airline schedule data for Logan Airport
under a variety of weather conditions. Both, the static and dynamic stochastic
programming formulations, indicate cost advantages when compared with
deterministic solutions. The dynamic algorithm performed significantly better than
the static motivating the development and implementation of a very fast dynamic
heuristic that works with a deterministic forecast. This heuristic also gave solutions
which are better than those obtained through the static stochastic programming
algorithm. We also compare performance of the algorithms tested to the passive
strategy of no ground-holds, i.e. to the strategy of taking all delays in the air.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we present the condclusions from the modeling and
experimental work performed in this thesis and discuss possible approaches for
solving the GHPIP for the entire air traffic network. Possible approaches to exact and
heuristic modelling are explored and new research directions are proposed.
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CHAPTER 2
2. DYNAMIC SOLUTION TO THE GHPP
As discussed in Section 1.4, the GHPP has a dynamic nature. Therefore, a
dynamic approach to solving the problem should yield an improvement vs. a static
solution. Terrab solved the GHPP on a star configuration network through a
dynamic programming algorithm that uses flights in increasing priority order as the
stage variable [11]. he choice of stage variable does not address the time dynamic
nature of the problem. Thus, the algorithm produces a static optimal solution for a
time invariant PMF for airport landing capacities. Also, the algorithm requires the
assumption of a fixed (i.e., static) landing priority rule while the real system operates
closer to a first-come first-served (FCFS) fashion. This affects the quality of the
solution, generating "truly" optimal static solutions only in the case of constant
marginal air delay costs identical for all planes, for which the cost of air delays is
independent of the landing rule.
In this chapter, we present the fully dynamic solution to the GHPP on a star
configuration network, in its most generic version, by exercising ground-hold
control on individual flights at the beginning of each time period. The algorithm
developed is based on dynamic programming and uses the beginning of time
periods as stage variable. An improvement vs. the static solution is possible even for
the case of a time invariant (i.e., static) PMF as the history of airport capacities is
considered when making decisions at each stage. Also, the algorithm allows for
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dynamic landing rules which are closer to current ATC practice (e.g., FCFS, landing
according to decreasing marginal cost, etc.), improving the quality of the solution.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 describes the dynamic problem
and illustrates the advantage of solving the GHPP dynamically through a simple
example. Section 2.2 specifies problem inputs, develops notation and presents the
algorithm. In Section 2.3 we discuss an extension of the algorithm covering cases for
which, in addition to limited landing capacity, we can also have capacity constraints
at the departure airports. In section 2.4 we discuss algorithm complexity, C
language implementation on the CRAY-2 supercomputer to solve small problems,
and discuss the practical limitations of the fully dynamic algorithm. Finally, in
Section 2.5 we suggest modeling approaches that would facilitate solution of
practical problems even for the largest airports in the US ATC network.
2.1 The Dynamic GHPP in ATC
The dynamic GHPP in ATC differs from the static problem in the approach to
solution. In the dynamic problem, the expected cost of ground plus air delays is
minimized by deciding whether eligible1 flights are allowed to depart or held on the
ground at the beginning of each time period, while the static solution produces
"once and for all" optimal ground-holds at time zero (i.e., at the beginning of the first
time period).
The advantage of the dynamic solution over the static is illustrated by the
following two flight - three time periods example. Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of the
flight schedule. F1 is scheduled to depart at time 1 and arrive at time 3; while F2 is
scheduled to depart at time 2 and arrive at time 3.
1~~~~
A flight is eligible to be delayed during time period i if it is scheduled to depart during or before i
and it has not yet departed.
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1 2 3
Figure 2.1
Flight Schedule
Landing capacity during the arrival period, time 3, is limited to one or two flights
according to the probability tree shown in Figure 2.2. Notice that capacity during
time 4 is unrestricted, and we recall that in our model landing capacity becomes
known at the beginning of each time period.
We see that landing capacity during time 3 depends on the capacity during
time 2. If time 2 capacity is 2 (i.e., the weather during time 2 is good), then there is a
greater chance of having a high capacity during time 3; while if time 2 capacity is 1,
the probability of having limited capacity during time 3 increases.
Next we specify the ground and air delay costs for F1 and F2. Since F1 and F2
are both scheduled to arrive during time 3, and time 4 capacity is unrestricted (i.e.,
equal or greater to 2), we only need to consider the cost of one period delays:
Flight Ground Delay Cost Air Delay Cost
F1 cg1 = $1000 ca1 = $2000
F2 cg2 = $1100 ca2 = $2200
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Time Period: Probability
1 2 3
K=2 .36
.6
K =2 
~~~~~.4
"K=1 .24
4 .eK=2 .08
.2
K = 1 ._
K =1 .32
Figure 2.2
PMF of Airport Landing Capacities
In line with what we would expect in a real situation, the cost of air delays is higher
than that of ground delays reflecting the higher operational cost of airborne aircraft.2
Also, the aircraft have different cost structure reflecting factors such as aircraft type,
passenger load, fuel efficiency, connection schedules, etc.
The static solution assigns optimal ground-holds at the beginning of time 1.
Thus, we cannot use information on the state of the weather (i.e., capacity) during
2 Air delay cost considers factors such as fuel consumption and risk of operation. It could also
include other factors such as noise levels and cost to the environment.
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time 2, when making decisions. Since the probability of having capacity limited to
one landing during time 3 is .56, the optimal static strategy is to let F2 depart
according to schedule and delay F1 one time period for an optimal static cost of
$1000.
Now we explore the optimal dynamic strategy. In the dynamic problem we
make ground-hold decisions on a period by period basis, using the history of airport
capacities to produce an update capacity forecast in the form of a conditional PMF of
future airport landing capacities based on the original static forecast. Consider the
following dynamic strategy:
Let F1 depart at the beginning of time 1 (i.e., according to schedule). At time 2,
delay F2 departure one time period if time 2 capacity is 1; but let F2 depart according
to schedule if time 2 capacity is 2.
By conditioning on the value of airport capacity at time 2 we see that the
expected delay cost of this strategy is $928 (i.e., .6 (.4 x $2200) + .4 x $1100),
representing a significant cost improvement vs. the optimal static strategy. We can
see that this strategy is also the optimal dynamic strategy.
This example illustrates three important points:
1. A dynamic solution results in an improvement vs. the static solution. An
impro,-ement is possible even for the case of equal cost structure for both
flights. Suppose F2 delay costs are identical to those of F1; the strategies
above yield $1000 and $880 for the static and dynamic optimal strategies
respectively.
2. The dynamic solution results in an improvement vs. the static solution
even for the case of a static capacity forecast supplied at the beginning of
time 1.
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3. An optimal ground-hold strategy may be counter-intuitive even for the
simplest problem. In this example the more expensive flight, F2, is the one
subject to ground delays under the dynamic strategy.
Observations 1-3 above point out the advantage of solving the GHPP
dynamically and highlights the importance of automating the ground-hold
assignment process as intuition or even intelligent heuristics may result in
suboptimal ground-holds.
2.2 Problem Inputs, Notation and Algorithm
The network under considcration is the one described in Section 1.4.2 with a
single "destinations" airport Z to which N aircraft are scheduled to arrive from the
"departures" airports. Assumptions for the dynamic GHPP are as follows:
1. Congestion at airport Z is the only source of delays. Departure and travel
times are deterministic and known in advance.
2. A landing rule is specified. This rule may be static, such as the fixed
landing priority rule used by Terrab's static algorithm, or dynamic such
as: FCFS, landing according to decreasing marginal cost or any other
dynamic landing scheme.
3. The time interval of interest, [0, L], starts with the earliest departure time
and ends with the latest scheduled arrival time, and is discretized into T
periods of equal duration (1,..., T). Capacity for each period becomes
known at the beginning of the period. Period T+1 capacity is infinite (i.e.,
adequate to land any aircraft unable to land during 1, . . ., T). This
assumption is needed to limit the time horizon for the problem. It is a
realistic assumption since traffic declines significantly during the last
hours of daily operation.
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2.2.1 Problem Inputs
Since capacity is unrestricted at the departure airports we do not need to keep
information on the airport of departure; thus we refer to the N flights as:
F1, . .. , FN (In Section 2.3, where we develop a dynamic algorithm that considers
capacity constraints at the departure airports, we will need to consider the airport of
departure when making ground-hold decisions on flights). Based on this
observation we see that inputs needed for the problem are as follows:
- Li, Ai: scheduled departure and arrival times for each flight Fi.
- cgi(j): grotmd marginal cost of delaying Fi for the jth time
period.
- cai(j): air marginal cost of delaying Fi for the jth time period on
the air.3
- PK1K2... KT The static joint PMF of airport Z landing capacities.4
2.2.2 Notation, Dynamic Programming Recursion, and Algorithm
The dynamic programming recursion presented here is based on the principle
of optimality. The reader is referred to the book Dynamic Programming by Dimitri
Bertsekas [13] for a proof of the dynamic programming recursion and a good
reference on the subject. Before presenting the DP recursion, we establish the
following notation.
- Stage Variable: stage i is the beginning of time period i.
Stages are: 1, 2,. .. , T + 1.
3 In order to facilitate notation, the cost of air delay for Fi is considered independent of ground-
holds pre-ous to departure. This may not be the case in practice. Notation is easily modified to
incorporate a two dimensional air cost function which considers ground-holds previous to
departure.
4 Allowing for time dependency (i.e., PK1 KT(t)) is possible. An optimal dynamic solution for
this case can be found as explained in section 2.2.3.
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State Variable: for stage i, the state variable Xi = (K1,. , Ki;DI, .. I l )
is a vector that fully reflects the state of the system at stage i. K1,. ., Ki
are the airport capacities up to stage i, and DIl,..., D are the ground
delays for each flight up to, but excluding, period i delays.
Decision Variable: for each stage i and state Xi, the decision variable
Ui -{(ut,..., u} is an 0-1 vector:
u i 1 if Fj is delayed on the ground during period i, and 0
otherwise. Notice that ui = 0 for non-eligible flights.
gi(Xi, ui): The ground plus air cost from stage i to stage i+1, given state Xi
and decision ui (i.e., this is the ground plus air cost for period i given state
Xi and decision ui).
Ji(Xi): Optimal value of delay costs for stages i through T+1 given state Xi.
PKi+1/Kl. .. Ki: Probability of having airport landing capacity Ki+1 during
period i+1 given capacities K1, ... , Ki during periods 1, . . ., i respectively.
This is a conditional PMF that can be obtained from the joint PMF PK1,...,
KT-
Using the principle of optimality we arrive at the following DP recursion:
Ji(Xi) = Mu gi (Xi, Ui) + I {PKi+I/,.K. 1 Ji+l [Xi+1 (Xi ui) 1 (2.1)Ui ~~Ki+1 
This dynamic programming recursion gives rise to the following algorithm
(superscript "' denotes the optimal ground-hold strategy):
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INPUT:
Input the joint PMF of airport capacities: PK1 ... KT
For each Fi input, Li, Ai, Cgi, Cai.
Step 1: INITIALIZE:
Let i = T, JT+1 (XT + 1) = gT+1 (XT+1) = 0 for all XT+1.
Step 2: For each state Xi find the optimal ground-hold strategyu and the
optimal cost Ji(Xi):
- Let:
u = 0; Ji (Xi) = {gi (Xi, 0) + I (pki,1l kl...i +1 [Xi+l (Xi, 0)])
ki+ 1
Step 3:
For every feasible ui:
if {gi (Xi, ui) + (Pki+l jkl...ki +1 [Xi+l (Xi, Ui)]} < Ji (Xi);
ki+l
Then:
ui (Xi) = ui; Ji (Xi) = (gi (Xi, ui) + , {pki+lkl...ld 1+1 [Xi+l (Xi, ui)]})
ki+l
TERMINATION CHECK:
If i = 1 go to 4; else: i = i-l, go to 2.
Step 4: Find the optimal dynamic policy and cost
For each stage i = 1, . . ., T; given state Xi retrieve: u* (Xi), Ji (Xi).
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Step O:
2.2.3 Observations on the Algorithm
(i) We need to find the state space previous to the execution of Step 2. To
generate the state space we notice that for state
Xi= (KI1 ,... , Ki; DI, D,.. , DI), given the capacity for stage i+l, Ki+,
and the ground-hold decision for stage i, ui = ut, u2,..., uN, we can
find state Xi+l:
Xi+l = (K1,..., Ki, Ki+j; D1I + ul, DI +u2,..., D +u N} (2.2)
(ii) The one period cost gi(Xi, ui ) has a ground component and an air
component calculated as follows:
N.
- ground-cost of gi (Xi, ui) = E ui cj (Dli + ul) (2.3)
j=l
- air-cost of gi(Xi, ui) = caj (time of air delay for Fj).
planes Fj waiting
onair duringi
(2.4)
Both costs components of gi(Xi, ui) are deterministic. (2.3) is simple to
calculate. To implement calculation of (2.4), we notice that, given Xi, we
can determine the time of arrival at airport Z for each aircraft. Then, by
implementing a queue managed according to the landing rule specified,
we can determine which aircraft land each period, which aircraft wait in
the air during period i, and for how long each one of these aircraft has
been waiting to land.
(iii) The terminal cost, JT+i(XT+l) = gT+(XT+l) = 0 since the capacity of period
T+1 is infinity.
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(iv) We can find the dynamic solution to the dynamic problem (i.e., for a time
dependent PMF, PK1...Kp(t)) by applying the algorithm at the beginning of
each time period t at which the PMF is updated, with PK1 . KT(t) and the
current state, Xt, as inputs.
2.3 Dynamic Solution to the GHPP with Limited Departure Capacity
Before dealing with implementation of the algorithm developed in Section 2.2,
we will discuss how the dynamic programming recursion is easily modified to cover
the case of limited capacity at the departure airports, in addition to limited capacity
at the arrivals airport Z.
Suppose there are L departure airports with limited departure capacities. Then,
the airports of departure for each flight need to be identified. We now use a double
subscript to identify flights: Fi indicates that flight i is scheduled to depart from
airport 1, with I e (1, . . ., L, L+1); = L+1 indicates the flight departs from an airport
with unconstrained capacity. Also, the inputs for the problem become: Li, Ali,
Cgli(j), Cali(j) for every flight F/i; and, the joint PMF of airport capacities is now
IT1... KT' where Ki = {KI,... KL, KZ ) is a vector with Kg denoting the period i
departure capacity for airport l, 1 e {1,... L); andK Z denoting airport Z landing
capacity during period i.
2.3.1 Notation and DP Recursion
The notation presented in Section 2.2.2 is modified as follows:
The state variable is Xi = K1,- ,Ki; Dill , .. D ··
where Ki = {K1,... KL, KZ }, is the capacity vector described above; and,
Dli is the ground delay for each flight up to but excluding period i ground
delays.
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The decision variable is ui ull,..., u..., u+N a 0-1 vector with
u = 1 if Fj is delayed on the ground, 0 otherwise. Notice thatuJ = 0 for
non-eligible flights, and the control space u i is restricted further due to the
departure capacity constraint. Specifically, ui e Si, where Si is the set of
feasible controls ui given state Xi, which now takes into consideration
limits on the number of aircraft capable of departing from the airports
with limited capacity.
Writing the dynamic programming recursion for the limited departure
capacity case is now straightforward.
Ji(Xi) = Min gi (Xi, i)+ (PlKi+1 /K 1... Ki Ji+ [Xi+l (Xi, ui)]} (2.5)Ui Si Ki+l
Notice that the DP recursion above is analogous to (2.1). However, we see that the
computational complexity and size of the state space increases exponentially with
the number of capacity constrained airports. As we will explain in Section 2.4.,
practicality of the algorithm, even for the case of capacity constrained at the arrivals
airport Z only, is limited to solution of small problems. Therefore, we will not
present the algorithm that follows from equation (2.5). However, the analysis
presented in this section provides valuable insights for dealing with the network-
wide problem.
2.4. Algorithm Implementation and Complexity
The algorithm of Section 2.2 was implemented on the CRAY-2 supercomputer
facilities at MIT, using the C programming language. Aside from speed
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performance, the CRAY-2 supercomputer features 256 million words of RAM
memory (one word equals 8 bytes).
The size of the problem that could be solved was limited by the strong
exponentiality of the algorithm. If we let N be the total number of flights, T the
number of time periods, and M the number of possible capacities for any given time
period; we see that the complexity of the state space size is O( MT TN+1). This is
because the complexity of PK1 . .KT is O(MT), the complexity of the ground delays
for period T is O(TN) and we have T periods.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is determined by the
computational complexity of the state space and the computational complexity of
step 2 of the algorithm ( O(N2N) since, for a given state, Xi, we must find the
ground-hold strategy, u i, that minimizes expected cost). Thus, the computational
complexity of the algorithm is O(N MT 2NTN+1).
The maximum problem size that we were able to solve on the CRAY-2, with no
further restriction on inputs, was 5 (i.e., N, M, T < 5), for which the cardinality of the
state space was 2,087,260. Table 2.1 below shows the exponential increase in state
space size with problem size.
Problem size
(N, M, T < Problem Size) State Space Size
2 12
3 464
4 34,105
5 2,087,260
Table 2.1
State Space Size For DP Solution
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The program developed can handle larger parameters when the PMF of airport
capacities is sparse. However, notice that we must still consider O(2N) ground-hold
strategies at each stage as we exercise ground hold control on individual planes.
We see that the modeling approach of this chapter would be impractical for real
problems for which the number of flights can be in the order of one thousand per
day.
The C program developed takes inputs from a file with format as specified in
Appendix 1. The landing rule implemented lands aircraft according to decreasing
priority numbering of flights. However, dynamic landing rules are easy to
implement. Appendix 1 also lists the C program code for the size 5 problem and a
sample run for the size 5 problem5.
The program outputs the optimal ground-hold strategy, u* (X1), and the
optimal cost, Jl(X1) for period 1 and asks if we want to obtain results for the next
period. If yes, the program requests to input the period's capacity Ki; outputs
u (Xi), Ji(Xi) and asks if we want to try another period. When period T is reached,
the program asks if we want to try another capacity sample path starting with
period 1. As we can see, the program generates an optimal ground hold policy for
any feasible capacity sample path. Thus we are able to answer "what if" questions.
Worth mentioning, if the initial capacity forecast gets updated at any period i the
problem must be solved again using the updated capacity forecast and information
on the current state.
5 Notice that the size of the program code grows exponentially with problem size as for N planes
each of the 2N possible ground-hold strategies must be implemented.
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2.5 Simplifying the Model
From the analysis in Section 2.4 we see that the sources of complexity in the
dynamic programming algorithm are:
1. The number of time periods.
2. The number of capacity sample paths.
3. The number of aircraft.
The number of time periods could be reduced by increasing the duration of the
discrete time intervals. However, this does not have a significant impact on
complexity (notice that doubling of the time interval duration to 30 minutes reduces
the number of time periods from 60 to 30). Therefore, new algorithms should
concentrate on reducing the complexity of items 2 and 3 above.
In regards to the number of capacity scenarios, current state of the art weather
forecasting limits the capacity forecast for airport Z to a few capacity cases. Thus,
we can greatly simplify the PMF for airport landing capacities without affecting the
quality of the solution.
Regarding the number of aircraft, modeling approaches that control ground-
holds by taking decisions on groups of planes should have a significant impact on
reducing computational complexity.
Chapters 3 and 4 present algorithms for the static and dynamic probabilistic
GHPP that can solve practical instances of the problem even for the largest airports
in the US ATC network. This is made possible by using capacity forecasts limited to
few capacity cases and grouping planes into at most three cost categories.
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CHAPTER 3
3. STATIC STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING SOLUTION TO THE GHPP
As discussed in Section 1.5.4, Terrab solved the multi-period static probabilistic
GHPP through a dynamic programming formulation which uses flights ordered
according to a fixed priority rule as the stage variable. The computational
complexity of the algorithm is O(NC(T+1)2 MT), where C is the number of capacity
cases in the forecast, M is the maximum number of possible capacity values for a
single time period, and T is the number of time periods in the time interval of
interest. The complexity of the algorithm is exponential in the number of time
periods T and we see that reducing the number of capacity cases has only a small
impact on improving computational complexity.
Since our ultimate goal is to solve problems for the largest airports in the US
ATC network, we need to consider alternatives that reduce computational
complexity. One possibility is the development of heuristics based on the optimal
algorithm, some of which were reviewed in Section 1.5. The major disadvantages
with this approach are: (i) some of the heuristics are themselves exponential in
complexity (e.g., the limited look-ahead heuristic); (ii) performance of the heuristic
may not be adequate under conditions such as significant congestion (e.g., the
limited look-ahead heuristic which solves each subproblem assuming unlimited
capacity for future time periods); (iii) it is difficult to assure a performance warranty
(i.e., an acceptable deviation from optimality). An alternative is trying to simplify
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the model of the problem so that: (i) the model still captures key features of the
problem needed to assure good solutions, (ii) the model yields algorithms that are
solvable for practical instances of the problem without having to resort to heuristics.
In this chapter, we choose the later alternative in trying to simplify the
complexity of the algorithm used to solve the static GHPP. We present a model that
can be solved using stochastic linear programming with one stage. Our formulation
allows for airport capacity forecasts with up to three capacity scenarios, in line with
current forecasting technology. Also up to three different aircraft classes, with their
associated ground-hold cost functions, are possible. The formulation proposed here
yields linear programs of size solvable on a personal computer even for the largest
airports in the US ATC network.
The chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.1 presents key assumptions in
developing the simplified problem, inputs to the model and decision variables. In
Section 3.2, we develop the stochastic programming formulation, starting from a
deterministic linear programming model for a single class of aircraft. Section 3.3
discusses how to incorporate into the model constraints such as maximum ground-
hold delay allowed, limits on air delay for particular times of the day; and the
possibility of choosing between "conservative" and "liberal" ground-hold policies by
varying a single parameter in the model. Section 3.4 presents a decomposition
algorithm that exploits the special structure of the constraint matrix. In Section 3.5,
we extend our formulation to include up to three classes of aircraft; followed by an
analysis of constraint matrix size in Section 3.6, confirming the possibility of solving
practical size problems on a personal computer.
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3.1 Model Assumptions, Inputs, and Decision Variables
Some of the assumptions in this model are similar to those presented when
discussing the dynamic case in Section 2.2. For completeness, we will present here a
full set of assumptions and the rationale behind them.
3.1.1 The Basic Network and Sources of Congestion
The network under consideration is the one discussed in Section 1.4.2 with a
single "destination" airport Z (i.e., star configuration) to which a total of NTOT
aircraft are scheduled to arrive from the "departures" airports. Congestion at airport
Z is the only source of delays. Departure and travel times are deterministic and
known in advance.
3.1.2 Discretization of Time
The time interval of interest [0, LI comprises a full day of operations at airport
Z, starts with the earliest departure time and ends with the latest scheduled arrival
time. The interval [0, L] is discretized into T periods of equal duration. Typical
period durations are in the 15-20 minutes range resulting in total number of periods,
T, in the 50-70 range.
3.1.3 Classification of Aircraft
Aircraft are dclassified into three classes: small (S), large CL) and Heavy (H);
denoted dclasses 1, 2, and 3 respectively. This is in line with ATC practice in the US
which defines the three classes as: Small Aircraft: less than 12,500 pounds MTOW
(maximum take-off weight); Large Aircraft: between 12,500 and 300,000 pounds
MTOW; and Heavy Aircraft: over 300,000 pounds MTOW.
3.1.4 Input Schedule for Daily Operations
Since we are considering the static problem, we are able to ignore departure
times, defining the input schedule as:
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(i) For a single aircraft class:
Ni: the number of aircraft scheduled to arrive at airport Z during
period i.  = 1,. .T.
(ii) For three aircraft classes:
Nkd: The number of aircraft of class k scheduled to arrive at airport
Z during period i. k - 1, 2, 3; i = 1,..., T.
T 3 T
For (i)we have Ni = NTOT; and for (ii) we have A, , Nki = NTOT.
i=1 k=l i =1
3.1.5 The Cost of Ground-Delays
We allow for arbitrary ground-hold cost functions. Thus we have:
(i) For a single aircraft dclass:
Cg(i): cost of delaying one aircraft for i periods on the ground. i = 1,.
..,T-1
(ii) For three aircraft classes:
Cg(k, i): Cost of delaying one aircraft of class k for i periods on the
ground. k= 1,2, 3; i = 1,... T-1.
Notice that these costs are total costs of delay for one aircraft during i periods and
not the marginal cost for the ith period.
3.1.6 The Cost of Air Delays
Since ATC lands aircraft in a sequence that approximates FCFS, we see that
within reasonable levels of air delay (i.e., maximum air delays in the 30 to 45 minute
range) the marginal cost of air delay can be considered constant for each class of
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aircraft. Thus, we assume that the cost of delaying one aircraft of any class one time
period in the air is a constant, ca, equal to the weighed average of the marginal air
delay costs for each class of aircraft, with weights equal to the proportion of each
aircraft class in the schedule. In general we set Ca so that ca > Cg (k, i) - Cs (k, i-1)
for all classes of aircraft (i.e. k = 1, 2,3) and i S T; in order to assure that marginal air
delay costs are higher than marginal ground-hold costs for all aircraft.
Once we develop the stochastic linear programming model, we will see that
we can incorporate constraints assuring that the maximum air delay criterion
mentioned above is met. Also, it will become clear that the relative difference
between ground and air delay costs affects ground-hold policy more significantly
than modeling air delay costs in greater detail.
3.1.7 Capacity Forecast
Let airport Z landing capacities be K1 ,.. , KT for periods 1,.. , T respectively.
We limit our attention to forecasts with three capacity scenarios. Thus, the forecast
for airport Z landing capacity is of the form:
Kql, . .Kq with associated probability pq for q = 1, 2,3;
and we let KqNT+1 = NTOT (for q = 1, 2, 3); in order to assure that all aircraft are able
to land at Z within T+1 periods. Limiting the time horizon for the problem to T+1
time periods is reasonable since air traffic declines significantly towards the end of
the day, avoiding extreme congestion at airport Z during T+1, even under cases of
low capacity. Important to discuss is the assumption regarding the number of
capacity scenarios in our forecast.
Currently, the assignment of ground-holds is based on a deterministic capacity
forecast, ignoring the effect of weather uncertainties on landing capacity. At the
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beginning of daily operations, each one of the major airports in the US provides the
CFCF with a deterministic landing capacity profile which reflects expected weather
conditions for the day. CFCF then proceeds to assign ground-holds as described in
section 1.5.1.
The probabilistic forecasting system we are proposing represents an
improvement versus a deterministic forecast. However, we need to justify limiting
the forecast to three capacity scenarios. Our argument below is based on the fact
that the predictive accuracy of weather forecasts has improved to the point that the
type/severity of weather conditions on a geographical area can be forecast with
reasonable accuracy; however, the timing of weather fronts is uncertain.
Suppose we are told that a weather front that will reduce landing capacity by
50% for the rest of the day will reach the vicinity of airport Z between 12:00 and
17:00 hours. With no further information on the weather front, we can assume that
the weather front is equally likely to reach Z at any time during this time period.
Given the discrete nature of our model, we would then originate a capacity forecast
consisting of scenarios showing a 50% reduction in landing capacity starting at each
of the periods P comprised in the interval 12:00 to 17:00 hours, each with probability
1/P.
Based on the macroscopic nature of our model, we see that hourly intervals are
adequate to approximate the uniform distribution. Since we are limiting our
forecast to three capacity cases, we would originate instead a capacity forecast
consisting of three capacity scenarios, each with equal probability and airport
landing capacity reduced by 50% starting at around 12:00,14:30 and 17:00
respectively. Naturally, the closer we approximate the uniform distribution for the
arrival time of the weather front, the more accurate our model will be. The point we
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are trying to make here is that reasonably good capacity forecasts for airport Z
comprise few rather than many capacity scenarios.
Throughout this thesis we limit our attention to forecasts consisting of three
capacity scenarios, keeping in mind that solving models that require inclusion of a
few more capacity cases, is within the capacity of a computer work- station if not a
personal computer.
3.1.8 Model Variables
Finally, we describe the variables in our model. The ground-hold decision
variable is:
(i) For one class of aircraft:
Xqij: The number of aircraft originally scheduled to arrive at Z during
period i which are now rescheduled to arrive during j (i.e.,
following a ground delay of j - i time periods) under capacity case q.
q=1,2,3; i=l,...,T;i j T+1.
T+ I
- Notice that for each q and i we have: , Xqij = Ni; where N i is the inputj=i
schedule defined in Section 3.1.4.
(ii) For three classes of aircraft
Xqkij: The number of aircraft of class k originally scheduled to arrive at
Z during period i, and rescheduled to arrive during j under capacity
case q, due to a ground delay of -i time periods. q =1, 2, 3; k = 1, 2, 3;
i=l...,T; i j <T+1.
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T+I
In this case we notice that for each q, k, and i we have: J Xqkdj = Nki; where Nki is
j=i
the input schedule for three classes of aircraft.
Another set of variables is defined by the airborne queueing process at airport
Z. Since the marginal cost of air delays is constant and equal for all aircraft, we only
need to consider the number of aircraft that are unable to land during any period.
Thus we define:
Wqi: The number of aircraft unable to land at airport Z during period i under
capacity case q (i.e., the number of aircraft incurring airborne delay during period i).
q=1,2,3; i= 1,...,T.
3.2 Formulating the Stochastic Programming Model
In this Section, we formulate the static GHPP as a stochastic linear
programming problem with one stage. We follow the framework presented in the
book, "Principles of Operations Research," by H. M. Wagner [14], which provides a
good introduction to stochastic programming. Here we limit our attention to the
case of a single class of aircraft, and extend the formulation to cover three classes of
aircraft in Section 3.4.
3.2.1 Formulate the Deterministic Problem
Suppose capacity case q, with capacities Kql,., KqT+l, occurs with
probability one. Since the optimization criterion is to minimize total delay cost
(ground plus air) the objective function is:
T T+I T
Minimize: Z I Cg(ji) Xqij + I WqiCa
i=lj=i+1 i =1
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Subject to:
(i) All aircraft scheduled to land during i must be rescheduled to arrive
during i, i+l,..., T+1:
T+ I
2 Xqij = Ni i = 12,...,T
jui
(ii) The flow balance at airport Z at the end of each period yields:
i
Wqi 2 , Xqi + Wqi-1 -Kqi i= ,...,T+1;j=l
(with Wqo = WqT+l = 0)
(iii) Xqij, Wqi > 0 and integer.
The formulation above is an integer programming problem with linear cost
function. In the next Section we show that for the deterministic problem the
constraint set has a network structure, reducing the problem to a minimum cost flow
problem for which the integrality constraint can be relaxed. Also, notice how
constraints (ii) model the queueing process at airport Z:
If the RHS of (ii) is less than or equal to zero (i.e., capacity Kqi is adequate to
land all aircraft waiting to land during i), then Wqi = 0, by constraint (iii) and the
positive cost coefficient ca for Wqi in the objective function.
Both the linearity of the objective function and the simplicity of the model
result from the assumption on the cost of air delays in Section 3.1.6.
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3.2.2 Reduction to Minimum Cost Flow in an Uncapacitated Network
Figure 3.1 shows how the formulation of Section 3.2.1 is transformed to a
minimum cost flow problem in an uncapacitated network (for dclarity, subscript q
has been omitted from all variables in Figure 3.1). An additional node S with supply
T
Kqi, and arcs Sqi i = 1, .. ., T+1, is introduced. The resulting problem has the
i=1
same objective function, since the flows on Sqi arcs have zero cost, and the following
constraint set:
1. Supply nodes:
(i) Xqii + Xqii+l ... + XqiT+l = Ni; i= 1,...,T.
T
(ii) Sqi = Kqi;j=1
2. Demand nodes:
(iii) Wqi - (Wqi- + Xqjii+Sqi) -Kqi; i 1 T+
1=1
(with WqO = WqT+1 = 0)
(iv) Xqiy Wqi, Sqi ! 0.
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Figure 3.1
Network Diagram for Minimum Cost Flow Problem
Notice that the constraint matrix for the network formulation is totally
unimodular and supply/demands are integer. Thus, we relax the integrality
constraint in (iv). The deterministic formulation provides an interesting
interpretation of the current CFCF practice for the assignment of ground-holds.
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Suppose we have constant marginal ground and air costs, Cg and ca respectively,
with cg < ca. Then the optimal solution to the miniumr cost flow problem above
has Wi=O for i = 1, . . ., T (since the cost on the vertical arcs, ca, is greater than Cg). Xij
flows are constructed by assigning available capacity according to earliest scheduled
arrival time at airport Z.
3.2.3 Formulate the Distribution Problem
In solving the distribution problem we consider the probabilistic nature of
airport capacities but assume that airport capacities for all periods, Kql, . . . KqT,
become known before we make the ground-hold decisions. The optimal solution to
the distribution problem is a complete policy consisting of optimal ground-holds
Xqij with associated W qij variables for each one of the capacity scenarios q = 1, 2, 3.
The distribution problem becomes easy to understand once we present its
formulation:
3 TT+1I T
Mnimize Pq I Cg(j -i) Xqij + Ca Wqi
q=1 ii=1 j=if l i=l /
Subject to:
For each q = 1, 2,3:
(i) Xqii + Xqii+l ...XqiT+l Ni; i = 1, 2,..., T+1
T+1 T(ii E Sqi ~ i;
i=l i=1
i(ill) Wi- Wqi- ~+ X Sqi -Kqi; i l1j-1
(with WqO = WqT+l = 0)
(iv) Xqi Wqj Sqi 0.
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We see that the solution to the distribution problem is equivalent to solving three
separate minimum cost flow problems (i.e., one for each q = 1, 2,3), since the
constraint matrix above consists of three separate network components.
Unfortunately we must assign ground-hold decisions before knowing airport
capacities. Thus, we need to modify the distribution problem formulation.
3.2.4 Formulate the Static GHPP
In the static solution to the GHPP, we make ground-hold decisions at the
beginning of period one, before knowing airport capacities. Since we make a single
set of ground-holding decisions for the day, we see that we need to introduce the
following set of constraints in the formulation above:
(v) Xli j = X2ij = X3ij; i = 1,..., T; i < j < T+1
Figure 3.2 shows that after adding these constraints the structure of the constraint
matrix becomes block angular. Elements outside the rectangles are equal to zero.
Coupling Constraints:
( Xlij X2ij = X3ij )
Network Component
for q = 1
_
Network Component
for q =2
Network Component
for q =3
Figure 3.2
Constraint Matrix Structure
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In Section 3.4 we will present a decomposition algorithm that exploits the
special structure of the constraint matrix. Worth noticing, the network structure of
the constraint matrix is lost since variable Xqij now appears with additional +1 or -1
coefficients in the equations of type (v). We could still have integer solutions if the
constraint matrix were unimodular. This is because total unimodularity (i.e.,
network structure) is a sufficient condition, while unimodularity is a necessary
condition for integrality of basic feasible solutions to linear programming relaxations
of integer programming problems with integer RHS.
Since the solutions to all the practical problems solved in Chapter 5 are integer
we tried to prove unimodularity of the constraint matrix. We were not successful in
either proving unimodularity (which requires verifying that the inverse, B-1, for all
basis matrices B of the constraint matrix are integer) or generating a counterexample
with non-integer solutions.
Although unimodularity of the constraint matrix remains an open question,
this is not critical to the results in this thesis. This is because, even if the solutions
were not integer, rounding would produce good practical solutions because the
groundhold decision variables are not limited to 0-1 values.
3,3. Restating the Model and Introducing Important Modeling Constraints
Before proceeding further, we restate the stochastic programming formulation
for the static GHPP. After substituting the constraint (v), introduced in Section 3.2.3,
into the formulation for the distribution problem we obtain:
T T+1 3 T
Minimize A A Cg(-i)Xii+a pq X Wqi}
i = 1 j=i+l q=1 i=l 
Subject to:
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For each q:
T+1 T
ii X Sqi = Kqi;
i=1 i=1
i
(iii) Wqi - Wqi-1- X1 - Sqi -Kqi i= 1,..,T+1;
j=1
(with WqO = WqT+1 = O)
(iv) Xij, Wqi, Sqi Ž O, and integer.
We have omitted the subscript for the capacity case, q, from ground-hold variables
Xqi, since we make a unique set of ground-hold decisions (i.e., Xlij = X2ij = X3ij).
3.3.1 Important Model Features
Objective Function Parametric Programming
By examining the objective function we see that by changing a single
parameter, Ca, we can adjust the bias of the model towards conservative (liberal)
ground-holding policies. A higher value for ca will result in a greater emphasis on
ground-holds since ground delays become less expensive vis-a-vis air delays.
Conversely a lower ca will result in more liberal ground-hold times. We will
illustrate this point in Chapter 5. Notice also that it is possible to let the marginal air
delay cost depend on the time of the day.
IntroducingAdditional Modeling Constraints
We see that planners using our model will be interested in more than just
minimizing expected costs. They may, for instance, be interested in safety
considerations which limit the degree of congestion at the arrivals airport. Our
model easily allows for constraints of this type. For example, suppose the duration
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W i i+1---+XT+ V i= ,--- 
of the discrete time intervals is 15 minutes, and we want to limit airborne queueing
delay under capacity case q to at most 30 minutes at the end of time period i. The
corresponding constraint is:
Wqi Kqi+l+ Kqi+2
Notice how the constraint above can also be interpreted as limiting the queue
length at airport Z at the end of period i, under capacity case q, to the total capacity
for the next two periods, i+1 and i+2.
Suppose now that we want to limit ground delays during certain period i to at
most P periods. Then the constraint in the original model:
T + 1 i+P
Xij = Ni,becomes: , Xij=Ni.j=l j=
Obviously by introducing limits on the duration of airborne queueing delays at
Z and ground delays at the departure airports simultaneously, we could generate
infeasible problems. If this is the case, we may need to relax some of the constraints
cn maximum air delays, or even cancel some flights in order to render the problem
feasible.
3.4 Decomposition Algorithm
In Section 3.2 we saw that the constraint matrix had primal block angular
structure. Due to the simplicity of the coupling constraints in these matrices, in
Section 3.3 we eliminated the coupling constraints through substitution into the
subproblem constraints. The resulting linear program has a significantly lower
number of constraints and variables but lacks the network structure that would
make it suitable for solution using faster algorithms. An alternative to this approach
is the use of decomposition methods. Despite the higher number of equations and
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variables, the advantage of decomposing the problem is that the subproblems have
network structure.
The algorithm we present is based on Dantzig-Wolfe's Decomposition. A good
treatment of the subject can be found in the book Applied Mathematical Programming
by Bradley, Hax and Magnanti [15].
3.4.1 Step 1: Formulate the Master Problem
For ease of notation, we will focus on the static stochastic programming model
for a single class of aircraft presented in Section 3.2. Extending the decomposition
procedure to the case of several aircraft classes discussed in Section 3.5, and the
dynamic stochastic programming models presented in Chapter 4 is straightforward
due to the similarities in the structure of the constraint matrices.
When restating the static GHPP formulation in Section 3.3, we substituted
constraints (v) of Section 3.2.4 into the model. If instead, we retain the coupling
constraints, the resulting stochastic linear program shown below has primal block
angular structure, we refer to it as the "Master problem":
3 T P +1 T
Minimize q Pq( 1 j Cg i)Xqij + a : Wqi} (3.1)q--- i=l j=i+l i =
Subject to:
- Coupling (Global) Constraints:
(1) Xlij-X2ij=0; i=l,...,T; i<j<T+1
(2) X2jX3jj = 0; i=1,...,T; i<j <T+l
- Subproblem Constraints:
For each q = 1, 2, 3:
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(i) Xqii + Xq+l...XqiT+l = Ni; i = 1, 2,...,T+1
T1 X 
(ii) z Sqi = Kqi;
i,-1 i 1
(iii) Wqi Wqi-1 + Xqi+Sq = -Kqi; i= 1,...,T+1
(with Wq, = WqT+l = 0)
(iv) Xqi Wqi Sqi O0.
A feasible solution I to subproblem q is denoted (4X, W S ), where X4, W', S are
suitably defined vectors. We see that due to the coupling constrains, I may or may
not be feasible for the master problem. Thus we refer to it as a subproblem proposal.
In the material that follows we assume that the first proposal from each one of the q
subproblems (i.e., {X(4 W , S ) for q = 1, 2,3) is feasible for the master problem.
Such first proposals can be generated by finding a basic feasible solution for the
master problem using phase one of the simplex method.
3.4.2 Step 2: Formulate and Solve the Restricted Master Problem
The restricted master problem consists in choosing optimal weights for a given
set of subproblem proposals within the framework of the master problem objective
function and global constraints.
In the restricted master problem, presented below, there are Iq proposals for
each q subproblem; denoted { W , ,., ,({X, W~, S ), for q = 1, 2,3. Notice
that the cardinality of Iq is not necessarily equal for each q. Also, the vector
Xq = {,..., X ) represents the weights for the proposals from each of the
subproblems.
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q-zI lxPq q - Cg - i) i + C Wqi1Minimize
T I T
byletting - pq , ( Cg9i)Xij+Ca E WOi we obtain:
1i +1 j-il i 1
3 Iq
Minimize E q P (3.2)
q=l k-I
Subject to:
(1) E X Xkij - E J~ Xkij = O;k-I ka 2Ik=1l k=l
2 13(2) Z xkj-E ~ Xj = 0;
k=l k=1
Iq
(3) 1: 4 =1;
k=1
(4) x o
Optimal
Dual price
Vj; i=l,...,T; ijST+l
1i;J
aYq;
i=l,...,T; ij<T+l
q = 1, 2, 3.
Observations on the restricted Master Problem:
1. Notice that is a variable while Xij, W are known data for the restricted
master problem. Also, we can interpret Pq as the unweighted cost
contribution to the objective function of proposal k from subproblem q.
2. We can always obtain the solution to the restricted master problem in terms
of the variables in the original problem:
(X W Sq) = a (X k , Wq, So for q= 1, 2, 3.
k=l
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3. Constraints (1) and (2) are satisfied for XI = XI= = 1 since the first
subproblem proposal from each subproblem is feasible for the master
problem. Thus, the restricted master problem is feasible. Also, the solution
to the restricted master problem satisfies the global constrains in the master
problem; and, since this solution is the convex combination of subproblem
proposals, it satisfies the subproblem constraints. Thus, the restricted
master problem solution is feasible for the master problem.
Having determined optimal weights and optimal dual prices associated with
the constraints in the restricted master problem, we consider how to improve the
solution by adding new proposals. From linear programming theory, we know that
adding a new proposal will improve the solution to the restricted master problem if
its reduced cost is strictly negative (since we are dealing with a minimization
problem). Let (Xq, Wq, Sq) be a new proposal from subproblem q, then the reduced
cost for the new proposal is given by6 :
T T+1
Pq q 7ij rj + C i j2 Crq
i=1 j=i (3.3)
T To 1 T 
where: Pq = pq Cg ( - i)Xqij + ca I Wqi 
i=lj=i+l i 1
rlij = Xlij, rij=-X2ij, rij=o0; and
ij=0, &ij=X2ij, ij=-X3ij.
6 We recall from linear programming theory that the reduced cost, Uj, for a new activity , is given
by the equation: ?I = cq -yTAj; where cj is the cost coefficient in the objective function, y the
optimal dual prices and Aj the "column" of constraint matrix coefficients for the new activity.
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Next, we see how to generate new subproblem proposals that improve the
solution to the restricted master problem by solving a minimization problem subject
to the subproblem constraints.
3.4.3 Step 3: Generate New Subproblem Proposals
To determine whether any new proposal will improve the solution to the
restricted master problem, we seek to minimize the reduced cost from equation (3.3)
subject to subproblem q constraints. vq4 denotes the objective function value for the
minimization problem below:
v1q-=mi q= minPq
Subject to:
Constraints for subproblem q from the master formulation.
Notice that the optimization problem above is a minimum cost flow problem in
an unca pacitated network. Thus we can solve the problem using faster specialized
network algorithms. There are two possible outcomes:
(i) if vqq < 0, we can improve the solution to the restricted master problem byq
adding the optimal solution to the subproblem Xk+l, WIq+l, S~,+l as the
lq+l proposal in the restricted master problem. Then, we solve the
restricted master problem with the additional proposal and we repeat the
subproblem proposal generation pr---ocedure: Step 2.
(ii) If vqq 0. for q = 1, 2,3, then no new proposal from the subproblems canq
improve the solution and the procedure terminates. The optimal solution
to the original (i.e., master) problem is then:
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lq(X;w; S)= k>;l X (X W k S) for q = 1 2,3.
kzl
Where *are the optimal weights in the last solution to the restricted master
problem.
3.4.4 Computational Considerations
- Key Decomposition Advantages
There are several advantages to the decomposition algorithm presented here.
By breaking the problem into subproblems the algorithm provides significant
computational savings. This is because the computations for linear programs are
quite sensitive to the number of constraints, in practice growing proportionally to
the cube of the number of constraints. For our problem there is the additional
advantage of having subproblems with a network structure which can be solved
faster than generic linear programs. Also, since the subproblems can be solved
independently, the algorithm lends itself to parallel computation.
- Approximate Solutions
In practice, the decomposition algorithm develops a good approximation to the
solution relatively quickly and then "tails off' approaching optimality slowly. Thus
we can use the following bounds in order to establish termination criteria. At the
end of each iteration J we define:
ZJ: optimal objective function value of the restricted master problem at
iteration J.
Z*: optimal objective function value for the master problem.
Vi: optimal objective function value of subproblem q at iteration J.
Cyt: optimal dual price for "weight" constraint q at iteration J.
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We know that ZJ 2 Z*. Also, by weak duality:
z,-i i+,vh 5Z*.q-1 q 1
Thus we have:
-, 0 Z} 4+ 1v
q=1l q=1
These bounds allow us to stop the decomposition procedure when we are
reasonably dclose to optimality.
- Finite Termination
We see that the subproblem calculation ensures that the variable introduced
into the basis for the restricted master problem has a negative reduced cost. Thus,
the optimal solution is reached by solving the restricted master problem a finite
number of steps.
- Resolving The Restricted Master Problem and The Subproblems
Every time we need to resolve the restricted master problem, after addition of a
new proposal, the optimal basis from the previous solution can be used as a starting
point. Similarly, the optimal basis for the last time we solved the subproblem can be
used to initiate the solution to the subproblem when it is considered next.
- Dropping Nonbasic Columns
After many iterations the number of proposals (i.e., columns) in the restricted
master problem may become large. Any nonbasic proposal in the current iteration
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can be dropped for the next iteration. If it is required, it is generated again by the
subproblem.
3.5 The Stochastic Programming Model for Three Aircraft Classes
Once we have developed the formulation for the case of a single aircraft class, it
is easy to extend the formulation to cover the case of several aircraft classes. The
notation for several dclasses of aircraft was introduced in Section 3.1. Here we
present the stochastic programming formulation for the static GHPP with three
aircraft classes:
For several aircraft classes, the objective function is to minimize total expected
delay costs across aircraft classes thus we have:
1. Objective Function:
3 T T+1 13 T I
Minimize I I Cg&,j-i)Xkij+ca pq Wqi
k=l i =1 j=i +1 q i =1
Notice how we now add ground delay costs across aircraft classes. The term
accounting for the expected cost of air delays remains unchanged as air delay costs
are identical for all aircraft.
2. Subject to:
(i) Aircraft of class k scheduled to arrive at Z during period i must be
rescheduled to arrive during i, i+1,. ., T+1:
T+ 
Xkij = Nki; k= 1,2,3; i = 1, . .,T
j=i
For each q:
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T+1 T
i) Sqij~ K hi;
i-1 i11
(iii) The flow balance at airport Z during period i must account for the
different aircraft classes arriving at Z during period i:
3 i
Wqi - Wqi-1- I Xkji - Sq = -Kqi; i = 1,...,T+1;
k= j1
(with Wqo = WqT+l = 0)
(iv) Xkij Wqi Sqi 2 0 and integer.
The discussion on modeling constraints of Section 3.3.1 applies here, with the
additional possibility of limiting ground-holds on a specific class of aircraft.
Being able to differentiate among aircraft classes in our model allows for a
more efficient operation of the ATC system as we take into consideration cost
differences among aircraft classes. However, this will result in greater ground delays
for aircraft classes with lower costs. Therefore, practical application of our models
may be limited to the case of a single aircraft class since currently the FAA has a
policy of "equal access" to all users of the ATC network that meet the navigational
requirements of any sector in the system.
3.6 Constraint Matrix Size
Here we calculate the size of the constraint matrix for the models of Sections 3.3
(one aircraft class) and 3.5 (three aircraft classes). We assume 15 hours of operations
and 15 minute duration for time periods, yielding T=60.
3.6.1 Constraint Matrix Size for One Aircraft Class
1. Number of Variables:
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* Xil variables: We have that i = 1,..., T and j is such that i j 5 T+1. Thus
the number of Xij variables is (T+2) (T+l)/2 -1, yielding 1890 Xij variables.
* Sqi variables: q = 1, 2, 3 and i=1,. . ., T+1. Thus, the number of Sqi
variables is 183.
* Wqi variables: q = 1, 2,3 and i=1,. . .,T. Thus the number of Wqi
variables is 180.
From above we see that the total number of variables is 2253.
2. Number of Constraints:
* Type (i) constraints: The number of type (i) constraints is T.
* Type (ii) constraints: The number of type (ii) constraints is 3 since there is
one type (ii) equation for each q.
* Type (iii) constraints: The number of type (iii) constraints is 3(T+D). Since
for each q we perform a flow balance at airport Z for periods 1,..., T+1.
From above we see that the total number of constraints for T=60 is: 60 + 3 + 3 x
61 = 246. yielding a matrix of size 246 x 2253 for the single aircraft dclass static
problem.
3.6.2 Constraint Matrix Size for Three Classes of Aircraft
1. Number of Variables
Number of Xkij variables: The number of Xkij variables is 3{(T+2) (T+1)/2 -
1}, since we now have three classes of aircraft.
Number of Sqi and Wqi variables: The number of these variables remains
at 183 and 180 respectively.
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From above we see that for T=60,the number of variables is 1890 x 3 + 183 + 180
= 6033.
2. Number of Constraints:
The number of type (i) constraints is now 3 x T since we now have 3 aircraft
dclasses. The number of type (ii) and type (iii) constraints remains unchanged. Thus
the total number of equations is: 60 x 3 + 3 + 183 = 366. The matrix size for the three
aircraft classes case is then 366 x 6033.
The constraint matrix size for both, one class and three classes of aircraft
models, yields problems that can be solved on a personal computer using available
linear programming software packages. Since the number of constraints is large, a
modeling language is needed to input the model. In Chapter 5, we give details on
the software/hardware combination used to solve problem instances for Boston's
Logan Airport.
Worth mentioning, introducing the additional modeling constraints of Section
3.3 results in problems that still can be solved on a personal computer. These
formulations have a significantly lower number of ground-hold variables, and at
most 180 additional constraints, if we introduce constraints for aircraft air delay
limits for each capacity case-period.
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CHAPTER 4
4. DYNAMIC STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING SOLUTION TO THE GHPP
In Chapter 2, we discussed the need of simplifying the model for the GHPP as
application of the dynamic programing algorithm developed in Section 2.2 was
limited to solution of small problems. Through the simplified model presented in
Chapter 3, we were able to provide static solutions to the GHPP for any airport in
the US ATC network using stochastic linear programming with one stage. In this
chapter, we solve the model of Chapter 3 through a stochastic linear programming
with recourse formulation, achieving the goal of solving real instances of the GHPP
dynamically.
In Section 4.1 we show that for airport landing capacity forecasts consisting of
three scenarios, an optimal dynamic strategy assigns ground-holds at most three
times during the time interval of interest (i.e., a day's operation). In Section 4.2, we
discuss how the input schedule and decision variables, for the static solution
presented in Chapter 3, are modified in the dynamic case. Section 4.3 develops the
stochastic programming with recourse formulation for a single class of aircraft,
which we extend to cover the case of three classes of aircraft in Section 4.4. Finally,
in Section 4.5, we explore the size of the constraint matrix for the stochastic
programming with recourse formulation, and verify that the resulting linear
programs can still be solved on a personal computer.
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4.1 Number of Stages in the Dynamic Solution
Figure 4.1 shows that, for a capacity forecast consisting of three scenarios, the
joint PMF of airport Z landing capacities gets updated at most three times during the
interval [0, L]. These three instants (denoted t1, t2 and t3 in Figure 4.1) define three
stages comprising the time intervals [t1, t2), [t2, t3), and t3, L]. We see that within
each stage the conditional PMF for future airport landing capacity does not change.
Therefore a dynamic solution to the GHPP assigns optimal ground-holds at the
beginning of each stage.
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
t3
53 L
Capacity Case 
Capacity Case 2
Capacity Case 3
- (time)tI
t 1
t2
Figure 4.1
Number of Stages Defined by the PMF of Airport Capacities
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We recall that in the static solution presented in Chapter 3, the time interval [0,
L] comprised a single stage, resulting in a "here-and-now" solution which assigned
ground-holds at t1. In the dynamic case there are up to three stages at which we
make ground hold decisions. Thus, we need to incorporate information on aircraft
departure times, in addition to arrival times, as described in the next section.
4.2 Modifying the Model for the Dynamic Case
The model for the dynamic case is similar to the one presented in Section 3.1,
except for the input aircraft schedule and the ground-hold decision variables (which
must be modifyed in order to consider the stage during which aircraft are scheduled
to depart as well as the arrival period at airport Z), assumptions for the dynamic
model are exactly as described in Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.6.
In the notation introduced below, ts refers to the time period at which stage s
starts. Notice that ts is defined by the profile of the capacity forecast, and that in
general we can have three or fewer stages7 .
4.2.1 Input Schedule for Daily Operations
In the dynamic problem we need to consider at which stage the aircraft are
scheduled to depart as well as the scheduled arrival period. Thus, we have:
7 Throughout this chapter we assume that the capacity forecast generates three stages. The case of
one stage is equivalent to the static problem discussed in Chapter 3, while the case of two stages
is easily derived from the three stage solution.
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(i) For One Aircraft Class:
No: The number of aircraft scheduled to depart during stage s and
scheduled to arrive at airport Z during period i; s = 1, 2, 3; i > ts.
(ii) For Three Aircraft Classes:
Nks: The number of class k aircraft scheduled to depart during stage s
and arrive to airport Z dunring period i; k, s = 1, 2,3; i > ts .
3 T
Notice that for (i) we have £ X Nsi = NTOT
s = 1 i= ts+l
3 3 T
and for (ii) I Nk 3si = NTOT.
k s I i =ts+l
We see that in order to generate the input schedule defined above; first, we
generate the time periods at which each stage starts using the capacity forecast,
noticing that for stage one we have t1 = 1 for all capacity forecasts. Then, we use the
information on individual flights (i.e., scheduled departure period, arrival period,
and aircraft class) in order to assign each flight to its corresponding departing stage,
arrival period and class.
4.2.2. Ground-Hold Decision Variables
From the input schedule above, we see that the ground-hold decision variables
are:
(i) For One Aircraft Class:
Xqij: The number of aircraft originally scheduled to depart during stage s
and arrive at airport Z during time period i, which are rescheduled to
arrive during period j, under capacity case q;
q,s=1,2,3; i > ts; i < j T+1
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(ii) For Three Aircraft Classes:
Xqksij: The number of aircraft of class k scheduled to depart during stage
s and arrive at airport Z during time period i which are rescheduled to
arrive during j, under capacity case q.
q,k,s=1, 2,3; i>ts; i j T+1
We notice that for (i) we have that:
T+1
Xqsij = Nsi,j=i
where Nsi is the input schedule defined in Section 4.2.1, and for (ii):
T+ 
Z Xqksij = Nksi,j=i
where Nski is the input schedule defined in Section 4.2.1.
Worth mentioning, the set of variables defining the queueing process at airport
Z is identical to the one in the static model since our assumption regarding the cost
of air delays requires that we only consider the number of aircraft unable to land at
the end of any period.
4.3 Stochastic Programming With Recourse Model
In this section we formulate the dynamic GHPP as a stochastic linear
programming problem with three stages, in which ground-holds are assigned at the
beginning of each stage. We follow the framework presented in Section 3.2, where
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we developed the stochastic programming with one stage formulation. Initially, we
limit our attention to a single class of aircraft.
4.3.1 Formulating the Deterministic Problem
This is the formulation that would result if we knew with certainty that
capacity case q, with capacities Kql, . ., KqT+i; would occur. We see that the
following integer programming formulation defines the optimization problem of
minimizing total delay costs:
3 T T+1I T
Mfinmize: E : X, I Cg - ) Xqsij + Ca Wqi (4.1)
s=1 i =tS+ j=i +1 i =1
subject to:
(i) All aircraft scheduled to depart during stage s and arrive during period i
must be rescheduled to arrive at airport Z during periods i,. . ., T+1:
T+1
I; Xqsij=Nsi; s=1,2,3; i=ts+,, ... ,T
j= i
(ii) The flow balance at arrivals airport Z at the end of each period yields:
i
Wqi 2 , Xq)sji + Wqi-1 - Kqi; i = 1, ... T+ 1
such tat 
ts <i 
(with Wqo0 = WqT+1 =0)
(iii) Xqsj, Wi 0 and integer.
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The formulation above is similar to the one presented in Section 3.2.1, and can
be transformed to a minimum cost flow problem in an uncapacitated network.
Thus, we can relax the integrality constraint. The resulting problem has the same
objective function and the following set of constraints.
T + 
(i) T Xqsij = Nsi; s = 1, 2,3; i = t+l, .. ., T
j i
T+1 T
(G) Sqi = Kqi;
i= 1 i-1
i(ii) Wqi - Wqi-1 I Xqsi-Sqi=-Kqi; i=l, ... ,T+1
(s such that)j= ts+l
ts<i
(with Wqo = WqT+1 = 0)
(iv) Xqsi Wqi, Sqi 0
Before we proceed further we make an important observation. The models
developed throughout this chapter assume that ground-holds assigned at each stage
are final. Therefore, at stage s+1 we do not revise ground-holds for aircraft
scheduled to depart during stage s and still waiting to depart at the beginning of
stage s+l due to previous ground-holding. This assumption has only a small impact
on the quality of the solution because the number of stages is small compared to the
total number of periods. Therefore, the number of aircraft delayed in previous
stages and still waiting to depart at a future stage is small compared to the total
number of flights. In practice, we are likely to limit the magnitude of ground-holds,
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further reducing the "overlap" of aircraft between stages. Also, this assumption is in
line with ATC practice of trying to assign firm ground-holds whenever possible in
order to facilitate schedule adjustment planning by the airlines.
4.3.2 The Distribution Problem
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the distribution problem assumes that we find out
the capacities for all the periods before we make the ground-hold decisions. Under
this assumption, the solution to the GHPP is a complete policy consisting of optimal
ground-holds for each capacity case. We notice that the distribution problem is
static in nature. Still, we refer to stages in the formulation below since the
distribution formulation is an intermediate step in developing the recourse
formulation.
3
Minimize: pq
q=l
subject to:
For each q =1,2,3:
(i)
(ii)
3 T T+1 Tx I E cg -i)Xqsij+ Ca E Wqi
s = i ts+ j = i +1 i = 1
(4.2)
T+I
Ad Xqsij = Nsi; s = 1, 2, 3; i =ts+l ... , T
j= i
T+I1 T
Sqi= Kqi;i= 1 i=1
i
(iii) Wqi - Wqi- - Xqsji -Sqi =- Kqi; i = 1,..., T+I;
(s such that j = t+1
ts <i
(With Wqo = WqT+i = 0)
(iv) Xqsik Wqi, Sqi 0.
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Notice that the solution to the distribution problem is equivalent to solving
three separate minimum cost flow problems, one for each q, since the constraint
matrix consists of three separate network components. Unfortunately, when we
assign ground-holds at the beginning of stages 1, 2, and 3 we have limited
information on future airport capacity (i.e., we only have access to the conditional
PMF of future airport landing capacities); thus, we need to modify the distribution
problem formulation in order to solve the multistage problem.
4.3.3 Formulating the Three Stage Problem
The dynamic solution to the GHPP, for the capacity forecasts under
consideration, reduces to solving a stochastic linear programming problem with
three stages. Ground-holds are assigned at the beginning of stages 1, 2 and 3.
Referring to Figure 4.1, we see that in stage 1 we define a single set of ground holds
thus we need to introduce the following sei of constraints to the distribution
problem formulation:
(v) Xllij= X21ij= X31ij; i = 2,...,T; i j < T+1
At stage 2, we assign ground-holds conditioned on being on the upper branch
or lower branch of the tree in Figure 4.1. If we are on the upper branch we are in
capacity case 1 and assign ground-holds X12ij. If we are in the lower branch we
assign a single set of ground-holds corresponding to capacity cases 2 and 3. Thus
we need to introduce constraints:
(vi) X22ij=X3 2ij; i=t 2 +,. . .,T; i j T+1
Finally, at stage 3 all uncertainty has been resolved. We know exactly which
capacity case will define future airport capacity. Thus, no further constraints on
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ground-holds are needed as ground-holds are defined for each of the three capacity
cases.
We see that after adding constraints (v) and (vi) to the distribution problem, the
constraint matrix becomes block angular as shown in Figure 4.2. This structure is
similar to that of the single stage formulation of Chapter 3, making the problem
suitable for decomposition techniques.
Figure 4.2
Constraint Matrix Structure for the Multistage Problem
The coupling constraints introduced in the multistage formulation break the
network structure of the problem. However, as was the case with the single stage
formulation, optimal solutions generated for the practical problems in Chapter 5 are
integer. After substituting constraints (v) and (vi) into the distribution model:
(keeping variables with the lower stage index), we get:
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Coupling Constraints:
X = XlUij = X21ij = X31ij
x22ij = 32ij
T
'inkmize: 
i-1
T+I
j-i +1
Cg -i) Xltj+ Pl T
i t2+
T+1
jai +1
Cg - i) X12ij
Cgj - i) X22ij+
3
q 5 1
Pq
TE
i t+l
T+ 
j-=i +1
Cg5 - i) Xq3ij
+ca 
subject to:
T+l
, Xllij = Nli;j-i
T+l
E Xq2ij = N2i;j=i
T+l
j=i
T+l
j=l
Xq3ij = N3i;
Sqi=
T
j=l
Wli - Wli-l -
i= 2,.. .T
i = t2+l, .. . , T; q = 1, 2
i = t 3+1,.. ., T; q =1, 2, 3
q = 1, 2,3.
Xls - Sli = -Kli;iiI ICsA i =-tS l(ts+l 
(vi) I xllij=2
(vii) W - W3 i - iI xllJj=2
i
j = t2+1
i
j = t2+1
X2 2ji -
i
= t3+1
X2 3 ji
± X33j-
= t3+1
i - S2i = -K2i;
S3 = -K 3i;
With equations (v), (vi) and (vii) for i = 1,..., T+1; with WqO = WqT+ = 0)
Xqs, Wqi, Sq 2 0 and integer.
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T
+ (p2 + p3) 
i t2+1
T+1
Pq Wqii-I (4.3)
(i)
GO.
(iv)
(isr)
(v)
(viii)
x22H
We see that the formulation above does not have a network structure as
variables Xsj appear with a -1 coefficient in three different constraints and variables
X2sijj appear with a-1 coefficient in two different constraints. In addition to the
constraints in the model above, we could introduce constraints that limit congestion
at Z by specifying the maximum number of aircraft allowed to queue at the end of
any period under any capacity case. Also, we can limit the number of ground-hold
periods by limiting the summation on the j index for constraints (i) - (iv).
4.4 Multistage Formulation Covexing Three Aircraft Classes
Once we have derived the single aircraft dclass formulation, we can immediately
extend the model to several aircraft classes by using the notation developed for
multiple aircraft classes.
In the objective function we minimize expected delay costs across aircraft
classes:
Minze
3 T T+1 T T+1
E { Z Z Cg(k,j-i)Xlklij+ P z Y Cgk - Xlk2Z
k-1 i= j=i+l i =t2+lj=i +1
T T+1 3 T T+1
+ (2 + p3) Z Z Cgk,j-i)X2k2ij+ Z pq Z Cgk ,j -i) qk3ij)
i t2+lj=i +1 q=l i=t3+lj=i +1
3 T
+Ca Pq Wqi
q=1 i =1 (4.4)
subject to:
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T+1
.-i
.IjifT+I
jui
T+1
j=l
Xlklij - Nkli;
Xqk2ij = Nk2i;
Xqk3ij = Nk3i;
T
Sqi = l Kqi;
j=1
3
(v) W1 - Wni- -
k=1
3
(vi) W2 - W2i- - k=1
k = 1,2,3; =2,...,T
k=1,2,3; i=t2+1,...,T ql,2
k=1,2,3; i=t 3+l,...,T q = 1,2,3
q = 1,2,3.
Xlksji- Si - Ki;i) j +I Z;
Xki + X 2i2i K( XP~ + 7, X2 + 2; X2k3ji - S2i = - 2i
j= 2 = t2+1 j = t3+1
3 i i
(vii) W3i -W3i-1 - ( Xlklji + X2k2ji +
k=1 =2 j = t2+1
t X3k3ji
i = t3+1
- S3i = -K3i
Equations (v), (vi), (vii) are for i = 1,..., T + 1 with Wq = WqT+1 = 0).
Xqkisij Wqi Sq ;p 0 and integer.
We see that the size of the problem to be solved increases with the number of stages
as well as with the number of aircraft dasses. In the next section, we explore
constraint matrix size for practical problems.
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(viii)
4,5 Constraint Matrix Size
We determine the approximate size of the constraint matrix for the single
aircraft class and three aircraft classes models developed in Section 4.3 and 4.4
respectively. In our calculation, we assume forecasts consisting of three capacity
scenarios, three aircraft classes, three stages, and sixty time periods (i.e., T = 60).
4.5.1 Constraint Matrix Size for One Aircraft Class
First we determine the total number of constraints in the optimization model
(4.3):
Cmi int Number of equations
(i) 60
(ii) 60 x 2 = 120
(iii) 60 x 3 = 180
(iv) 3
(v)- (vi) (61 x 3) = 183
Total 586
If we introduce limits in the maximum airborne delay (i.e., queue length at the
end of every period) for every capacity case as described in Chapter 3, we would
increase the total number of equations by 3 x 60 = 180 for a total of 766 equations.
In order to calculate the total number of variables we assume that ground-holds
are limited to 20 time periods (i.e., 5 hours). This results in the following
approximate number of variables.)
To calculate the number of Xqsij variables we assume that stages 2 and 3 start at
t2 = 20, and 3 = 40. The approximate number of Xqsij variables is then:
2x 20 x 20 +2 x 20 x 20 + 3 x 20 x 20} =6 x 800 = 4800.
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The number of Wqi variables and Sqi variables is as in the static case: 180 + 183
= 363.
From the analysis above, we see that the constraint matrix size for the three
stage problem with a single aircraft class is approximately 766 x 5163.
4.5.2 Constraint Matrix Size for Three Aircraft Classes
The number of equations as well as the number of variables increases
significantly vis a vis the single class problem.
The total number of constraints in the optimization model (4.4):
Eroression
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v) - (vi)
Number of equations
3x 60=180
3 x 120 = 360
3x 180 =540
3
183
Total: 1266
Again, introducing limits in the maximum airborne queueing delay for each capacity
period we obtain a total number of equations of 1266 + 180 = 1446.
The total number of variables assuming a maximum of 20 periods of ground-
hold is:
-number of Xqk j variables (3 x 4800): 14,400
number of Sqi and Wqi variables: 360
Total: 14,760
The constraint matrix size for the three stage problem with three aircraft classes is
1446 x 14760.
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We see that even for the case of three aircraft classes, the resulting linear
program can be solved on a personal computer as will be confirmed by the
experimental results of Chapter 5.
The dynamic models developed in this chapter yield a significant improvement
in the solution vis. a vis. the static model and current ATC practices. Chapter 5
presents a detailed analysis of experimental results for Boston's Logan Airport.
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CHAPTER 5
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this chapter we assess the performance of the static and dynamic stochastic
programming models developed in Chapter 3 and 4. The algorithms tested include
a very fast heuristic that showed performance comparable to that of the dynamic
stochastic programing models. We provide a detailed analysis on how the airport
capacity forecasts and air costs affect the relative performance of the algorithms. The
chapter is organized as follows:
In Section 5.1 we present the data that define the instances of the GHPP for
Logan airport to be solved (i.e., the aircraft schedule data, the airport capacity
forecasts, and the ground/air cost functions). In section 5.2 we describe the different
algorithms that will be evaluated, and in 5.3 we give an example of a "complete
experiment", consisting of an instance of the GHPP for Logan to be solved using the
algorithms described in 5.2. In Section 5.4, we discuss performance of the static and
dynamic stochastic programming algorithms and of a fast heuristic as compared to a
deterministic solution. As a final exercise, in Section 5.5, we compare the
performance of the algorithms tested to the "passive"strategy of no ground-holding
which minimizes total expected delay.
The choice of algorithms for testing was based on results from preliminary runs
for static and dynamic stochastic programming models for a single class of aircraft.
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Both models showed an improvement vs. the deterministic solution. However, the
dynamic algorithm performed significantly better than the static, suggesting a
greater potential for dynamic approaches to solving the GHPP. Thus, in addition to
the static and dynamic stochastic programming models for a single class of aircraft
we explored two dynamic algorithms: a heuristic based on dynamic use of the
deterministic algorithm for a single class of aircraft and the dynamic stochastic
programming model for three classes of aircraft. The deterministic dynamic
heuristic performed remarkably close to the optimal stochastic dynamic solution in
the majority of cases. Discriminating among aircraft classes improved the solution
versus the single aircraft class model as ground-holds are assigned to the least
expensive aircraft class eligible for ground-holding.
Regarding comparison to the "passive" strategy of no ground-holding, the
dynamic algorithms, including the heuristic, performed remarkably better; showing
total expected delays within 10% of the passive strategy, with the advantage that
over 95% of the delays are on the ground. As well, the overall cost performance of
all the algorithms tested, including the deternministic solution, was better than for the
"passive" strategy except for cases with low air delay cost premiums versus ground
costs.
5.1 Defining the GHPP for Logan Airport
In order to solve realistic problems using the algorithms developed in this
thesis, we must obtain the input data and put t into the format described in Sections
3.1 and 4.2 for the static and dynamic models respectively. Next, we provide details
on how the instances of the GHPP for Logan airport were generated.
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5.1.1 Arcraft Schedule
The aircraft schedule data represent a typical weekday of operations at Boston's
Logan Airport during the Fall of 1988 based on information taken from the
November 1988 issue of the Official Airline Guide, including scheduled direct
international flights (a total of 5 flights). Worth mentioning, there are
approximately 50 unscheduled daily flights into Logan which are not subject to
CFCF ground-holding. This does not affect the quality of our solutions
significantly as these unscheduled flights represent less than 10 percent of the total
number flights.
Appendix 2a contains information on the airport and time of departure, arrival
time and aircraft type for each direct (i.e. last leg) scheduled flight into Logan.
There is a total of 551 scheduled flights. The earliest scheduled departure is at 5:45
AM and the latest scheduled arrival at 11:58 PM, yielding 73 fifteen-minute time
intervals. Appendix 2b shows the schedule with flights classified according to the
three classes described in Section 3.1.3, the departure and the arrival period.
Appendix 2c shows the static input schedule for one and three aircraft classes as
defined in Section 3.1.4.
The dynamic schedules are determined from the flight schedule in Appendix
2b and the capacity forecasts which define the starting times for the stages as shown
in Figure 4.1. Table 5.1 shows flight duration statistics by aircraft type for the Logan
schedule data. We see that small and medium aircraft, each with approximately
45% of the scheduled flights, account for about 90% of Logan traffic. Also, we see
that over 80% of the flights have duration of two or less hours. This reflects the
importance of short range traffic, such as flights from New York and Washington;
and Logan's role as 'The New England Hub," collecting short range commuter
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flights and funnelling the passengers from these flights into the main air traffic
network.
The high proportion of short range flights highlights the importance of
dynamic approaches to solving the GHPP. We also see that if the system was able
to differentiate users into three cost classes (i.e., according to aircraft type),
substantial savings would be obtained by assigning ground-holds to the lowest cost
aircraft eligible for delay.
TYPE 1
54 (9.8)
179 (32.5)
18 (3.3)
251 (45.6)
Number of Aircraft and Percent (%)
2 (0.4)
97 (17.6) 6 (1.1)
91 (16.5) 6 (1.1)
36(6.5) 8 (1.5)
21 (3.7) 19 (3.4)
2 (0.4) 12 (2.2)
249 (45.1) 51(9.3)
TOTAL
56 (10.2)
282 (51.2)
115 (20.9)
44 (8.0)
40 (7.1)
14 (2.6)
551 (100)
TABLE 5.1
Flight Duration Statistics
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Figure 5.1
Hourly Landings By Aircraft Type for Scheduled Flights
Figure 5.1 shows hourly landings by aircraft type for scheduled flights. We see
that during the busiest periods (8 to 11 and 16 to 19 hours) landing demand for
scheduled flights averages 36 and 43.5 landings per hour respectively, representing
60% and 74% of the "good weather" maximum landing capacity of 60 aircraft per
hour. Thus, in a good weather day this schedule yields little congestion. However,
as we will discuss shortly, bad weather can significantly reduce landing capacity,
and it is precisely during bad weather days that landing capacity is more uncertain.
This is why probabilistic approaches to solving the GHPP yield a significant
improvement in the efficiency of operations during periods of restricted airport
capacity.
Regarding the landing profile by aircraft type, we se that the most significant
deviation versus the average dclass plit occurs for type 1 aircraft, which show
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mA
z
significantly reduced activity towards the end of the day; and for type 3 aircraft
which show greater activity after 15:00 hours.
5.1.2 Airport Capacity Forecast
We studied a total of 10 different capacity cases consisting of three capacity
profiles each. We explore four different probability scenarios for capacity cases 1-3,
and a single probability scenario for capacity cases 4-10, for a total of 19 different
capacity forecasts.
The capacity forecasts cover a wide variety of conditions in regard to the levels,
timing and duration of restricted capacity periods, and reflect operating conditions
prevailing at Logan during bad weather days. Figure 5.2 shows the capacity profiles
for capacity case 1 (with stages 1, 2, and 3 starting at 6:00, 14:00, and 15:00 hours;
corresponding to times t, t2 , and t3 in Figure 4.1 respectively), and Table 5.2 the
corresponding 4 probability scenarios. For example, for capacity case one, under
probability scenario 1, profiles 1, 2, and 3 have probabilities of .5, .3, and .2
respectively. Capacity cases 2-10 with the corresponding probability scenarios are
shown in Appendix 3.
Probability Scenario
Prffle 1 3 
1 .5 .3 .3 34
2 .3 .5 .2 .33
3 .2 .2 .5 .33
Table 5.2
Probability Scenarios for Capacity Case 1
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Capacity Profiles for Landing Capacity Case 1
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The capacity levels used in preparing the forecasts were 60, 40, and 28 landings
per hour, corresponding to VFR1, VFR2/IFR1, and IFR2/IFR3 conditions
respectively. VFR stands for visual flying rules and IFR for instrument flying rules.
Airport landing capacity under IFR conditions decreases versus VFR conditions as
aircraft minimum separation rules are enforced increasing the time between
landings. As well, some landing runways available for VFR operations may not be
equipped with instrument landing equipment, further reducing capacity during IFR
conditions. Worth mentioning, Logan historical data indicate that VFR1 weather
conditions prevail about 80% of the time, VFR2/IFR1, 12% of the time, and IFR3 and
higher during the remaining 8%. Thus, we have not included extreme congestion
cases such as shut down of operations, that are likely to require flight cancelations,
due to unacceptable delay levels.
5.1.3 Ground and Air Delay Costs
- Ground Delay Costs
In order to assure FCFS within an aircraft class, the ground delay cost functions
used were slightly increasing. For the case of a single aircraft class (i.e., the
"average" case) ground-hold costs were scaled to $1,000/period for the first period of
ground-holding and then increased by $10/period. Since we can multiply the
objective function of a linear program by a constant without affecting the solution
cost figures can be scaled so that they reflect actual operating costs for aircraft.
In the case of three aircraft classes, two different ground-hold cost functions
were used, both yielding the average ground-hold cost, of $1,000 per period, for a
single class of aircraft based on a 45%-45%o10% aircraft class split. The cost for the
first period of ground delay by aircraft class for each cost function is shown in Table
5.3. The marginal rate of ground-hold cost increase is $10/period. The second
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function reflects a cost difference among aircraft classes which is closer to what we
would expect in reality.
Aircraft Type
Cost Function
2
1 2
(45%) (45%)
$800 $1,133
$430 $1,300
Table 53
First Period Ground-Hold Delay Cost
- Air Delay Costs
As discussed in Section 3.3.1 we can adjust the bias of our models towards
conservative (liberal) ground-holding strategies by increasing (decreasing) the cost
of air delay, Ca. We explore marginal air delay costs of $1,200, $1,600, $2,000, and
$3,000, representing cost premiums of approximately 20%, 60%, 100% and 200% vs.
the average cost of ground delays. We solved the GHPP for each one of the
problems defined in Table 5.4, using the algorithms described in Section 5.2.
Capacity
1-3
Number of Probability
Searios
4
1
1
Number of
Forecasts
12
6
!
19
Air Delay
Costs
1200, 1600
2000,3000
1600
3000
Number of
Problems*
48
6
1
55
* A problem is defined as a capacity forecast - air delay cost combination
Table 5.4
Problems Generated by the Different Capacity Forecast- Air Cost Combinations
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3
(10%)
$1,300
$2,225
4-9
10
5.2 The Algorithms
We evaluated the performance of 5 algorithms in the solution of the GHPP's
defined above. Algorithms 14 are for a single class of aircraft, while 5 is for three
classes of aircraft.
1. Deteministic: this algorithm provides a static deterministic solution to the
GHPP by taking the most likely capacity profile in the probabilistic forecast as
the deterministic capacity profile and disregarding completely all other
profiles. Available capacity is then assigned on a FCFS basis with all delays
assigned as ground-holds. This algorithm is labeled DETERM.
2. Sai: This algorithm is based on the model developed in Chapter 3. It
provides the optimal probabilistic static solution for the GHPP using stochastic
linear programming with one stage. This algorithm is labeled STATIC.
3. Dynamic: This algorithm is based on the stochastic linear programming model
with three stages described in Chapter 4. It provides the optimal dynamic
solution to the GHPP under the assumptions described in Section 4.3.1. The
algorithm is labeled DYNAMIC.
4. Deterministic Dynami Hi tic: Based on preliminary results showing a
significant advantage for the DYNAMIC vs. the STATIC solutions, we
developed a heuristic that combines the speed of DETERM with the good
performance of DYNAMIC. The algorithm establishes ground-holds
dynamically (i.e., at the beginning of each stage defined by the probabilistic
forecast) using DETERM. Worth noticing, some of the information conveyed
by the probabilistic forecast is incorporated into the heuristic by utilizing the
most likely capacity case at the current stage as the deterministic forecast input
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for DETERM. The procedure is described below (please refer to Figure 4.1
which shows the stages defined by the probabilistic forecast) :
At the beginning of stage 1, the capacity case with the highest probability is
taken as the deterministic forecast. We then solve the GHPP using DETERM
and assign ground-holds for stage 1.
At the beginning of stage 2, we are at either the upper or lower branch of the
probabilistic forecast shown in Figure 4.1. If we are at the upper branch, the
deterministic forecast to be used as input for DETERM is capacity case 1; if we
are at the lower branch, the deterministic forecast is given by the capacity case
with the highest probability between capacity cases 2 and 3. Stage 2 ground-
holds are assigned solving the GHPP using DETERM, with the ground-holds
previously assigned for stage 1 as initial conditions.
Finally, at stage 3 uncertainty has been resolved and we use the capacity
case we find ourselves at (i.e., capacity case 1,2 or 3) as the deterministic
forecast. Stage 3 ground-holds are assigned using DETERM with the ground-
holds determined in stages 1 and 2 above as initial conditions.
The dynamic heuristic described above is denoted DYNAMICH, and we see
that its computational complexity is O(T2) since in order to reassign demand
for any given period we need to scan 0(T) periods, and there are T periods.
Worth mentioning, the modeling constraints described in Section 3.3.1 (e.g.,
limiting ground-hold durations) can be introduced without affecting the
complexity of the heuristic.
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5. The Dynamic Algorithm for Three Aircraft Casses:
This algorithm is based on the stochastic linear programming model with three
stages of Chapter 4, with three aircraft classes. This algorithm is denoted
DYNAMIC3C for the first ground hold function defined in Section 5.1.3, and
DYNAMIC3C2 for the second function.
5.3 Describing a "Complete Experiment"
As shown in Table 5.4, the different capacity forecast - air cost combinations
define 55 GHPP instances for Logan airport. Each one of these problems was solved
using the following algorithms: DETERM, STATIC, DYNAMICH, DYNAMIC, and
DYNAMIC3C. Additionally, problems with air delay cost of $3,000/period were
solved using DYNAMIC3C2 for a total of 288 solutions generated for the different
algorithms. Next, we present a particular instance of the GHPP for Logan airport:
- The aircraft schedule presented in Section 5.1.1 is fixed for all GHPP instances.
- The capacity forecast is composed of a capacity case (e.g., capacity case 1 composed
of three capacity profiles as shown in Figure 5.2) with an associated probability
scenario (e.g., the first column of Table 5.2 which assigns probabilities of .5, .3, and .2
to capacity profiles 1,2, and 3 respectively).
- The ground-hold cost function for solutions with a single class of aircraft is as
described in Section 5.1.3 and is fixed for all GHPP instances. For cases with three
aircraft classes, one of the two cost functions in Table 5.3 (e.g., cost function 1) is
specified.
- The marginal cost of air delays (e.g., $1600) is specified out of the four possible
values presented in Section 5.1.3.
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Once a GHPP instance has been formulated we generate solutions for each of
the algorithms described in section 5.2. The algorithms were implemented as
follows:
DETERM and DYNAMICH were implemented using C programming
language code that utilizes the input schedule and the deterministic landing capacity
forecast in order to assign available capacity on a FCFS basis, with delays assigned
as ground-holds. However, In order to obtain the expected cost and expected delay
statistics necessary to evaluate performance of the algorithms tested, we used static
stochastic programming versions of the algorithms to solve the instances of the
GHPP in this thesis.
STATIC, DYNAMIC, DYNAMIC3C, and DYNAMIC3C2 are stochastic linear
programming algorithms. As discussed in Sections 3.6 and 4.5, the size of the
stochastic linear programs we will consider can be solved on a personal computer.
We used LINGO on a 386 machine with a 80387 co-processor and 4mb of RAM
memory. Our version of LINGO is able to solve systems with a constraint matrix
size of up to 5000 x 15,000, for moderately dense matrices.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
As described above, each GHPP instance - algorithm combination generates a
solution. We will evaluate performance of the different algorithms based on the
following statistics for each solution: total expected costs, expected cost of ground
and air delays, expected ground delay and air delay measured in aircraft-periods.
Appendix 4 shows these statistics for each solution, including the "passive" strategy
of no ground-holding to be discussed in Section 5.5.
5.4.1 Overall Performance
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the average performance of the algorithms. Figure 5.3
is on a percentage basis (i.e., equal weight for each solution) while Figure 5.4 is
average expected total delay cost.
In Figure 5.3, we see that DYNAMIC provides dclose to 30% savings in expected
total cost vs. DETERM, while STATIC provides only a modest 6.6% savings. The
performance of DYNAMICH is remarkably close to that of DYNAMIC showing 25%
savings. We also see that DYNAMIC3C and DYNAMIC3C2 show 37% and 62%
savings vs. DETERM. These savings are achieved by assigning ground-holds to the
lowest cost aircraft eligible for delay.
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Average Cost Performance (% basis)
Figure 5.4 shows that the average cost savings provided by the dynamic
algorithms (i.e., DYNAMCH, DYNAMIC, DYNAMIC3C, DYNAMIC3C2) are
traceable mainly to significant reductions in the expected cost of air delays. On the
other hand, STATIC shows an increase in expected air delay costs which offsets
most of the savings in ground-holding cost. The reason for the significant
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improvement in the expected cost of air delays for the dynamic algorithms is that, by
updating the capacity forecast at each stage, these algorithms generate ground-
holding policies that reduce expensive air delays significantly.
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5.4.2 Effect of Air Delay Costs
Figure 5.5 shows the average relative performance of the algorithms for each
marginal air delay cost value tested. With no exception, the performance of the
dynamic algorithms improves as the air cost increases. For example, DYNAMICH
and DYNAMIC show 24% and 27% savings for marginal air delay cost of
$1,600/period; while for marginal air delay cost of $3,000/pexiod the savings are
33% and 39%.
On the other hand, the performance of STATIC seems to deteriorate as the cost
of air delays increases. We see that for air delay cost of $1,200/period STATIC
provides 12% savings while for $3,000/period savings are reduced to 5%. This is
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an important observation as the advantage of STATIC over DETERM diminishes
within the range of air cost premiums we are likely to find in real problems. This is
because as we increase the marginal air delay cost - particularly for cases with the
most pessimistic capacity profile as the most likely profile - the solution for
DETERM improves (we recall that for high enough marginal air delay cost the
optimal static solution is the strategy of assigning available capacity for the most
pessimistic capacity profile on a FCFS basis with all delays taken in the form of
ground-holds).
We reach similar conclusions by looking at individual solutions rather than
averages. Figure 5.6 shows solutions for each of the four probability scenarios in
capacity case 1, for air delay cost of $1,200, $1,600, $2,000, and $3,000/period (from
left to right, solutions within a given air delay cost correspond to probability
scenarios 1,2,3, and 4 respectively). Again, the improvement for the dynamic
solutions as the air delay cost increases is evident.
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Capacity Case 1 Cost Performance (Air Delay Cost $1600 & $2000)
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5.4.3 Effect of Uncertainty
Observing the capacity profiles for capacity cases 1, 2, and 3 in Appendix 3, we
see that the main congestion periods occur during stages 3, 2, and 1 respectively.
Figure 5.7 shows the average relative performance of the algorithms for the
problems in capacity cases 1,2, and 3. We see that while the performance of STATIC
is comparable for the three capacity cases, the performance of the dynamic
algorithms improves as the uncertainty on congestion increases. For capacity case 1,
for which congestion occurs mainly during stage 3, the stage of greatest uncertainty,
we see the best performance as the dynamic algorithms assign ground-holds at the
beginning of stage 3, when uncertainty in the forecast is resolved. On the other
hand, capacity case 3, for which congestion occurs mainly during stage 1, the stage
with the least uncertainty, we observe the worst relative performance.
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5.4.4 Effect of Marginal Air Delay Costs on Ground and Air Delays
Figure 5.8 shows the average expected number of aircraft-periods of air and
ground delay for all problems; while Figure 5.9 shows expected air and ground
delay for each marginal air delay cost value tested.
From Figure 5.8 we see that the key advantage of the dynamic algorithms is a
significant reduction on the magnitude of expected air delays with no increase on
ground-holds compared to DETERM. Expected air delays for DYNAMIC and
DYNAMIC3C represent only 16% and 23% of air delays for DETERM respectively,
with the added advantage of having average ground-holds slightly below those for
DETERM. Notice that DYNAMIC3C2 cannot be compared to DETERM in Figure
5.8 since DYNAMIC3C2 applies only to problems with air delay cost of
$3,000/pericd.
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In Figure 5.9 we see that, as we had anticipated, average expected ground-hold
and air delays for STATIC, DYNAMIC and DYNAMIC3C show declining expected
air delays as air delay costs increase; while DETERM and DYNAMICH are
insensitive to the cost of air delays since these algorithms assign available landing
capacity on a FCFS basis regardless of the cost of air delays.
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5.4.5 Effect of Ground-Hold Cost Function For Three Aircraft Classes
Figure 5.10 shows the average expected ground delay for each aircraft class for
DYNAMIC3C and DYNAMIC3C2 for problems with air cost $3,000 within capacity
cases 1-3. Unlike algorithms for a single aircraft class, those that make distinctions
among aircraft classes result in ground-holds that assign the lower cost classes
ground-holds which are substantially higher than the 45%45%-10% split for aircraft
classes 1,2, and 3 respectively. Specifically, for DYNAMIC3C and DYNAMIC3C2
class 1 aircraft account for 80% of total ground-holds, while classes 2 and 3 - which
comprise 55% of the total number of aircraft - account for only 20% of total ground-
holds, well bellow their proportion in the schedule. Notice also how the lower
ground-hold cost for class 1 aircraft in the second ground-hold cost function ($430
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vs. $800 for the first cost function) results in higher expected average ground-holds
for DYNAMIC3C2 (284.9) vs. DYNAMIC3C (277.2).
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5.5 Comparing the Algorithms to the "Passive" Strategy
Total expected delay is minimized if all aircraft are allowed to depart as
scheduled. This is because under this strategy there are no ground-holds and
airport landing capacity utilization is maximized by letting aircraft arrive as early as
possible (i.e., according to the original schedule). As a last exercise we compare the
algorithms tested to the "passive" strategy of no ground-holds. The reason why
ground-holding makes sense is that the cost of air delays is significantly higher than
the cost of ground delays. Figure 5.11 shows average total expected delay (ground
plus air) for the algorithms tested and the passive strategy. We see that the passive
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strategy indeed has the lowest expected delay. Unfortunately, these delays are all in
the form of air delays.
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Figure 5.12 provides a breakdown of expected ground and air delay. In this
figure it is evident that the dynamic algorithms have the advantage of producing
remarkably low expected air delay while maintaining total delays within 10% of the
minimum.
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Regarding cost performance, Figure 5.13 shows that, except for the case of a
marginal air delay cost of $1200, the lowest air delay cost tested, the passive strategy
performs worse than all the algorithms tested. This indicates that even simple
ground-holding practices improve the efficiency of operations vis-a-vis a strategy
that uses no ground-holds.
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Key conclusions from the model development and experimental work
performed in this thesis are summarized in the next chapter. We will also discuss
possible practical solution approaches to the "complete network" GHPP.
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CHAPTER 6
6. CONCLUSION
The primary objective of this thesis was to develop static and dynamic
algorithms that provide high quality solutions to practical instances of the
probabilistic GHPP for the largest airports in the US ATC network. In this chapter
we summarize key results in light of our primary objective, and bring these results
into perspective by discussing conditions under which solutions based on the "star
configuration" network are adequate when considering the complete air traffic
network. Following this exercise, we address, in a preliminary way, the GFIPP for
the complete network by presenting a possible solution approach that uses one of
the dynamic algorithms developed in this thesis as the key 'building block". Finally,
we suggest directions for future research.
The chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.1 summarizes key results
obtained through model development and experimentation and discusses issues
related to implementation of the algorithms developed. In 6.2, we discuss
important characteristics of the Network GHPP that need to be considered when
solving the network-wide problem. Section 6.3 presents a procedure to solve the
GHPP for the complete network using the deterministic dynamic heuristic
developed in Chapter 5. Finally, in Section 6.4 we propose future research steps.
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6.1 Key Results
The principal contribution of this thesis is the development of algorithms that
consider the probabilistic nature of airport landing capacity when solving the "star
configuration" GHPP in air traffic control. Specifically, we developed static and
dynamic algorithms capable of providing solutions to the GHPP, even for the
largest airports in the US air traffic network. As mentioned in the early stages of this
thesis the ground-holding strategies resulting from ground-holding algorithms are
strategic in nature. An efficient ATC system should also utilize real-time, "fine
tuning" ATC tools (such as the En Route Spacing, Departure Spacing and Arrival
Spacing Programs, described in Chapter 1) as complements to an effective ground-
holding program. In this section we start by providing a summary of the key results
from the modelling and experimental work performed in this thesis. Then, we
assess the practical limitations of the algorithms developed and discuss
implementation issues.
6.1.1 Summary of Modelling and Experimental Results
In the early s,. -es of model building we realized the advantages of dynamic
solutions to the GHPP. The dynamic programming algorithm presented in Chapter
2 provides the exact solution to the dynamic probabilistic GHPP by exercising
ground-hold control on individual aircraft at the beginning of each time period. The
practicality of the algorithm was limited to small problems due to the exponentiality
of the control variable (i.e., if n flights are eligible for delay, 2n ground-hold
strategies must be considered) and of the sample space size for the joint PMF of
airport capacities. However, the exact modeling approach provided valuable
insights, leading to a simplified model that captures the key elements of the real
system.
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The static and dynamic stochastic linear programming models developed in
Chapters 3 and 4 are the counterparts to Terrab's static dynamic programming
algorithm and the dynamic solution of Chapter 2 respectively. The main feature of
the stochastic programming models is that they simplify the structure of the control
mechanism and the airport capacity forecast by making ground-hold decisions on
groups of aircraft (i.e., on aircraft dclassified according to cost class, and schedule)
rather than individual flights; and considering few rather than many landing
capacity profiles, in line with current weather forecasting technology. These models
are able to provide solutions for realistic instances of the GHPP using just a personal
computer. Another important aspect of these models is that important constraints,
such as limiting maximum ground-holds and airborne queueing delays, are easily
introduced.
The experimental work of this thesis yielded interesting findings. Overall, the
probabilistic algorithms tested performed better than a deterministic algorithm
roughly approximating current practice (Figures 5.4 and 5.8 provide overall cost and
delay performance of the algorithms tested). However, the dynamic stochastic
programming algorithms performed significantly better than static algorithms,
highlighting the importance of dynamic approaches to solving the GHPP. This
finding led to the development and testing of a "fast" heuristic (i.e., O(T2 ), where T is
the total number of periods) which performed remarkably dose to the dynamic
stochastic programming solution, yielding over 20% savings by comparison to the
deterministic algorithm.
Another important finding came from comparing the algorithms tested to the
policy of no ground-holds, which inimizes total delay. Interestingly, the dynamic
algorithms tested, induding the heuristic, performed remarkably well compared to
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the "passive" strategy of no ground-holds. Total expected delays for these
algorithms were within 10% of the minimum expected delay, with the advantage
that over 95% of the delays are on the ground.
6.1.2 Practical Limitations and Implementation Issues
- Dealing with the GHPP for the US Air Traffic Network
When trying to use the algorithms developed in this thesis in the context of
the complete air traffic system we need to consider the effect of network
dependencies. These dependencies affect the aircraft schedule for daily operations,
and - by implication - the quality of solutions to the GHPP for a "star configuration"
network. However, under certain conditions, solutions provided by the algorithms
for the single congested airport model are robust.
First, consider the case of a single congested airport in the network. A
practical example of this case would be a day during which bad weather is expected
at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, while relatively good weather is expected in the rest of
the country. We see that since only a quite small fraction of the connecting flights
through O'Hare will return back to O'Hare the same day, the solutions provided by
the single airport model applied to O'Hare are adequate.
Suppose now that there are several congested airports in the network but only
a relatively minor number of connecting flights between any pair of these airports.
We see that in this case single airport models can again be used to solve the
problems for each congested airport independently. However, when there is
significant connecting flight traffic between congested airports, we need to consider
network dependencies. In the Section 6.2 we will discuss important characteristics
of the network-wide problem that must be considered in the development of exact
and approximate solutions.
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- Assigning Ground-Holds to Specific Flights
The algorithms for the single airport GHPP developed in this thesis assign
ground-holds to groups of aircraft classified according to cost class and "last leg"
flight schedule (i.e., the schedule for the flight segments into the congested airport).
In order to assign ground-holds to specific flights we must refer back to the original
schedule data for individual flights. In the absence of network dependencies,
ground-holds are assigned randomly among the group of aircraft eligible for ground
delay. However, when network dependencies are significant we need to consider
these dependencies when assigning ground-holds. In Section 6.3 we present an
approximate solution to the network GHPP that assigns ground-holds from the
single airport solutions to specific flights by considering expected queueing delays at
the congested airports within the ATC network.
- Updating Solutions to the Dynamic GHPP
When solving the GHPP dynamically, ground-holds are implemented several
times throughout the day. Due to the probabilistic nature of airport landing
capacities, the actual history of airport capacities will not coincide exactly with the
airport capacities in the initial forecast. The forecast of airport landing capacities
may also have been updated by the time we need to assign new ground-holds. Since
the ground-holds resulting from the dynamic algorithms we have developed need to
consider the current state of the ATC system and landing capacity forecast, we may
be required to resolve the GHPP before implementing ground-holds for the next
stage. 
Worth noticing, taking a dynamic approach to ground-holding does not
preclude the use of tactical ATC since, due to the stochastic environment, "fine
tuning" ATC tools further improve the efficiency of operations.
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- Real-time Requirements
Since ground-holding decisions must be implemented in real-time the speed of
solution to the GHPP is critical. Running times for STATIC and DYNAMIC (the
optimal static and dynamic algorithms for a single class of aircraft) were for most
cases under 10 minutes and 70 minutes respectively. This is remarkable considering
that we made no attempt to optimize the software/hardware combination used in
solving the problems. Even with LINGO, the generic linear programming software
we used, running times can be improved by at least 50% to 60% by using a Weitek
co-processor and a 486 machine.
The deterministic dynamic heuristic should exhibit running times below one
minute when implemented in the real ATC systems
The running times for DYNAMIC3C and DYNAMIC3C2, the optimal dynamic
algorithms for three aircraft dclasses, were substantially higher than for the single
class models, averaging 3.8 hours. However, the FAA's policy of "equal access" to
all users of the ATC network that meet the navigational requirements of any sector
in the system may limit application of our models to the faster single aircraft class
algorithms.
- Informnation Requirements
Fortunately most of the information required by the algorithms developed in
this thesis (i.e., input data) is available within the current US ATC system. We can
readily access information on air traffic demand since updated airline schedule data
is already being used by the CFCF in their EQF program. Updating the state of the
8 In order to obtain the expected cost and expected delay statistics necessary to evaluate
performance of the algorithms tested, the versions of the deterministic algorithm and dynamic
heuristic implemented had running times comparable to STATIC (i.e. under 10 minutes).
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system is also possible since real time information on the location of every aircraft
within the ATC system is available.
Regarding the probabilistic landing capacity forecasts, these could be
constructed using weather forecast information provided by the National Weather
Service facilities at key ATC centers. Currently, weather forecast information is
translated into a deterministic landing capacity forecast for key airports in the
network. However, in order to incorporate probabilistic elements into the ground-
hold assignment process, ATC management needs to be convinced about the
advantages of a probabilistic approach to the problem. Assuming this is can be
achieved, we believe that, in principle, the traffic management units within the ATC
system should be able to adopt the simple forecasting system required by the
probabilistic algorithms we have developed.
6.2 Important Features of the Network GHPP
- Combinatorial Nature of the Network GHPP
One of the complications arising in trying to build a model of the GHPP for the
complete air traffic network is that we cannot group aircraft into broad cost classes
when establishing ground-holds. We need to keep track of the identity of individual
aircraft as they travel through the network. The following example illustrates this
point.
Suppose two Boeing 747 aircraft are scheduled to arrive at Logan Airport at
2:00 PM and the next destinations in their schedules are Miami and Los Angeles,
respectively. Suppose operating conditions at Logan Airport require that one of the
two aircraft be delayed on the ground prior to its departure for Logan. In order to
decide which aircraft is delayed into Logan, we need to consider expected air delays
at Miami and Los Angeles as we should favor delaying the aircraft bound for the
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most congested terminal area. We see that in order to build a model for the GHPP
that reflects network dependencies we must consider the combinatorial nature of the
problem.
- The Cost of Air Delay
Since aircraft land in a fashion that approximates FCFS, the discussion of
Chapter 3 regarding the cost of air delays holds for the network GHPP. Thus the
marginal cost of air delay can be considered a constant - not necessarily identical for
each congested airport.
- The Effect of Time Horizon on Network Dependencies
The effect of network dependencies diminishes as the time horizon for the
GHPP is shortened. This is because the number of connections per aircraft dedclines
as we reduce the time span for the problem. We see that for a one hour time
horizon, network dependencies are practically non-existent. While for time horizons
of two to three hours network dependencies are probably limited to airport pairs,
depending on the proximity and traffic patterns between congested airports.
From the discussion above we see that solutions to exact models for the
network GHPP have a combinatorial nature. However, by periodically updating
the state of the system in regards to aircraft schedule, we could use one of the
dynamic algorithms developed in this thesis in order to produce reasonably good
solutions for the network GHPP. In the next section we present a possible procedure
to solve the network GHPP using the "fast" dynamic heuristic developed in this
thesis.
6.3 Approximate Solution to the Network GHPP
The four step procedure discussed here is based on the deterministic dynamic
heuristic developed in Chapter 5. It is applicable to instances of the GHPP that
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cannot be modeled by a "star configuration" network. The rationale for the
procedure is provided by the discussion in Sections 6.2. This first proposal for
solving the network GHPP is a simple heuristic procedure. As is the case for all
heuristics, it might be improved by introducing refinements following
experimentation.
Step 1: We identify a set of airports for which weather-related congestion is
anticipated for the day of operations and which exhibit a significant degree
of connecting flight dependency. A probabilistic capacity forecast of the
form described in Chapter 4 is provided independently for each congested
airport. We also define stage durations. For example we may decide on
three-hour stages which would result in 5 to 7 instances during the day at
which ground-holds are determined. The rationale behind choosing a
relatively short stage duration is trying to limit network dependencies
within any given stage to airport pairs.
Step 2: We calculate expected air queueing delay for every time period of
operations for every congested airport independently. This is easily done
using the capacity forecast and the original landing schedule (i.e.,
assuming no ground-holds) for each congested airport. The information
on expected air delays at congested airports will help in the assignment of
ground-holds by the deterministic heuristic to specific flights by
considering expected congestion on the next leg of a flight eligible for
ground-holding (i.e., ground delays are assigned to flights expected to
encounter the greatest air queueing delays in their next leg).
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Step 3: At each stage:
- we generate a solution to the GHPP for every congested airport in the
network independently, using the deterministic dynamic heuristic of
Chapter 5. Inputs to the algorithm are based on the current state of the
system (i.e., an updated demand profile for each congested airport derived
from information on current aircraft current location in the network, past
ground hold decisions and the original schedule), and an updated landing
capacity forecast.
- we update expected air queueing delay at each of the congested airports for
the remaining time periods using an updated demand profile for each
congested airport - derived from information on aircraft current location
in the network, ground hold decisions for previous stages and the original
schedule - and an updated landing capacity forecast.
Step 4: The deterministic dynamic heuristic determines ground-holds for groups
of aircraft. Therefore, at each stage we need to assign ground- holds to
specific aircraft. For this we use the information on expected air queueing
delay at congested airports found in step 3. Due to the relatively short
stage duration, we can limit our horizon to the next leg of a connecting
flight eligible for ground-holding as determined by the deterministic
dynamic heuristic solution. Once ground-holds for the current stage are
assigned to specific flights we proceed with step 3 for the next stage. The
example below illustrates this procedure:
If in the two Boeing 747 example mentioned in Section 6.2, we assume that
Logan, Miami, and Los Angeles are the congested airports in the network
which exhibit connecting flight dependencies. The deterministic dynamic
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heuristic, applied to Logan. would only indicate that one of the two
aircraft into Logan must be subjected to ground delay (e.g., 30 minutes of
ground delay prior to departure for Logan). We then use the information
on expected air queueing delay at the arrival airport in the next leg of these
flights in order to assign the ground delay to a specific aircraft. For
example, suppose that for the aircraft continuing to Miami, and for the
originally scheduled arrival time, the expected air queueing delay in Miami
is 30 minutes; while for the Los Angeles flight there is not expected air
queueing delay at the scheduled arrival time. Then, the aircraft going to
Miami in the next leg would be the one subject to the 30 minute ground-
holding prior to its departure for Logan.
We notice that limiting the time horizon for the network GHPP may
significantly affect the performance of the proposed heuristic as we only consider
the next leg of connecting flights when assigning ground-holds to specific aircraft.
Therefore, we should not rule out the development of exact models for the network
GHPP. Even if these exact models can not be implemented in practice, they can help
in the assessment of heuristics based on single airport models. Furthermore,
heuristics derived from exact network algorithms may show better performance
than heuristics based on single airport models by providing a better model of the
ATC network. In the next section, we propose possible research directions for the
GHPP.
6.4 Future Research
Future research on the GHPP can be classified as ongoing research on the "star
configuration" problem and initial modelling/experimentation on the network-wide
problem.
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- Continued Research on the Single Airport GHPP
We have made substantial progress on solving probabilistic static and
dynamic versions of the single airport GHPP for practical size problems. The
experimental results in this thesis indicate that, if implemented, these algorithms
could generate substantial savings vis-a-vis current ground-holding practices.
However, the algorithms need to be validated through testing in the actual US ATC
system. In addition, the implementation issues discussed in Section 6.1 must be
assessed. An experimental program at one or several airports in the US ATC
network can provide a test bed for the single airport probabilistic algorithms we
developed. Notice that since the forecasts of airport landing capacity for each
airport are provided independently, we can use probabilistic ground-holding
algorithms for the airports in the test while maintaining the current CFCF ground°
holding program at other airports.
- Possible Research Directions for the Network GHPP
Future research on the network GHPP can be classified according to the
approach to modelling. As discussed in section 6.3, one possibility is the
development and testing of heuristics that use the single airport probabilistic
algorithms as 'building blocks". The advantage of this approach is that it provides
simple solutions to the network problem capitalizing on previous research results.
However, these heuristics may not provide an adequate model for the network
problem since they are based on algorithms that ignore network dependencies.
On the other hand, we can try to develop exact models of the network GHPP
that fully reflect the combinatorial nature of the problem. and then develop
simplified versions of these algorithms that can solve problems of realistic size.
Once exact models are developed, research should concentrate on producing
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algorithms that can be used in the solution of practical instances of the network
GHPP.
Given the complexity of the network problem, initial efforts should probably
concentrate on solving deterministic versions of the problem - similar to the research
program for the "star configuration" network that led to the successful solution to
the fully dynamic probabilistic solution to the problem presented in Chapter 2 and
the development of algorithms capable of solving large problems.
We believe that future research efforts should not rule out any of the directions
mentioned above as all of them have the potential of providing significant
contributions in solving the GHPP for the complete ATC network. From the
discussion in this chapter we conclude that in order to implement effective ground-
holding policies for the complete ATC network future research should: (i) develop
algorithms that address probabilistic aspects of the problem, have a dynamic nature,
and consider network dependencies; (ii) consider issues such as ease of
implementation, information requirements and speed of solution; and (iii) integrate
decision support/data management systems that complement any optimization
algorithms implemented within the ATC system.
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APPENDIX 1
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM:
1A. INPUT FILE FORMAT:
-Start with four ntegers
-Period 0 capacity ko (0 to 5)
-Number of planes N (0 to 5)
-Maximum capacity M (0 to 5)
-Number of periods P+1 (0 to 5)
-Conditional PMF's (float numbers Need a neriod after integer entries):
for i -0,1,...,M write:
P(0)/i p(1)/i ... P(M)/i
-Denarture and arrival times for each fli&ht (integers):
for i- 1,2,....N write:
departure time of i arrival time of i
-Ground and air delay costs for each flight (integers):
for i- 12,....N write:
cg1(1) cal(l) cgl(2) ca1(2) ...... cgj(P) caj(P)
lB. C CODE:
/*Dynamlc DP algorithm for the FMP size 5 problem*/
/i*******************Gloal sectiont*i******
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h
/**********ssst********Glal Macros***********
#define MALLOC(x) ((x*)malloc(sizeof(x))) /use:ptr-MALLOC(type)*/
/*U**********S*********Global Constant declarations**************/
#define MAXN 5 /number of planes 0,1,2,3,4.(3 has highest priority)*/
#define MAXM 5 /* max airport capacity'/
'define MAXP 5 /* number of finite capacity time periods*/
I******************Global Type Declarations ***** *****/
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typedef struct state
(char cap[MAXPI:
char g.hold[MAXN]:
char feasible[MAXNI;
float optcost:
struct state nextstage:
struct state nextstate:
)
state;
typedef struct queue
(char f..number:
struct queue next;
)
queue;
typedef struct feascap
(char cap:
struct feascap * next:
)
feascap;
/******tss***** **********Global variable declarations*****************/
long int states-O; /number of states*/
int firsLcap,N,M,P /*period 0 capacity, planes, max capacity,"
periods/
float p[MAXM+ I [MAXM+ 11: /'conditional PMF's. pi[jl-p(i)/j*/
int L[MAXNI, AIMAXN: /*departure and arrival times'/
int cg[MAXN]MAXP],ca[MAXN[MAXP: /ground and air marginal costs*/
state firststate[MAXPI; /Pfirst state in each stage*/
feascap headptr[MAXM+l : /pointers to nonzero prob. capacities list*/
char counterlMAXM+ll: /'number of non-zero prob. capacities*/
queue ' head-NULL; /'ptr to first in queue to land*/
/*********sat*************utjons *Sei**************************
FILE openfile (filename, type, defaultfile, defaultname)
/Popens file, performs validation*/
char filename, type, defaultname:
FILE defaultfile:
(FILE temp;
if (strcmp(filename,defaultname))
temp-defaultfile:
else
temp-fopen(filename, type);
if (temp--NULL)
(printfC\nError - can't open \s\V", filename)
printfC\nUsing defaul:\A"%s\", defaultname);
temp-defaultfile:
)
return(temp):
)
void create3tatespace(void)
(char i,j,k:
stat '*current, current-next, prev..next
feascap cap..ptr, currenLcapptr;
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/'generate linked list of non-zero capacities*/
for (1-0: -M:i++)
(counteril-O:
for (-O:j(-M:J++)
if (pillillO)
(counterlil++:
headptril-MALLOC(feascap);
if(headptr[il-NULL)
(printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n");
scanf("%d"'irstcap):
)
b'adptrli]->cap-j;
head-ptril->next-NULL:
break:
)
currentcapptr-headptr[i];
for (j-j+ I;j<-M;j++)
if (pi[j10O)
(counterll++:
currentcapptr->next-M ALLOC(feascap):
if(currentL.capptr-> next--NULL)
(printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n");
scanf('%d",firsLtcap);
)
currentcapptr-currenLtcapptr->next;
currentcapptr-)cap-j;
current.capptr->next-NULL;
)
)
/'start with first.state[O*'/
firststate[Ol.cap[Ol-fir s^...=ap;
for(i-0;i<-N- 1 i++)
(firststate[O0.g..hold[ij-0:
if(L[ii--0)
firststate[Olfeasiblelil- 1;
else
firststate[0l.feasible[ii-0: 
)
firsLtstate[lOl.next-state-NULL:
for (i-0O i<-P-2;i++) /*generate states for stage i+ l/
(/'start at top of stage*/
cur-ent-&firsLtstate[i]:
currentnext-&firsLstate[i+ 1 1:
/'Create states for each feasible strategy. One for each nonzero capacity*/
while(currentl-NULL)
(/*start with strategy O.handle first state separately*/
if (currentl-&firsLtstate[ii)
currenLtnext-prevext->next-state-MALLOC(state)
if(current.next--NULL)
(printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n"):
scanf("%d",firsLtcap);
)
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statesn++;
current-)nextL.stagemcurrentnext:
cap..ptr-headptrIcurrent- cap ill;
for(j-O:j<-i;j++)
currentnext-'cap[ j]-current- cap j]::
current.next-)capli+ 1 I-capptr->cap;
current.capptr-capptr->next;
for(k-O;k<-N- I;k++)
(currentLnext->g.holdIkl-current-)g.hold[k]:
if(Llkl--i+ 1 )
currentnext->easiblelkl- 1:
else
currenLtnext->feasiblelkl-O:
)
currenLnext->nextstate-NULL;
prevnext-currentnex t:
while(current.capptrl-NULL) /*do all nonzero caps*/
(currnLtnext-prev.next->nextstateMALLOC(state);
if(currentmext--NULL)
(printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n"):
scant("%d"firstcap);
)
states..n++:;
for(j-O:j<-i;j++ )
current.next->cap[ jI-current->capl jl:
currentnext->cap[i+ 1 l-currentcapptr->cap;
for(k-O;k c<-N- 1 :k++)
{currentLnext->g old[k-prevext->ghold[kl;
currentnext->feasible[k]-prevnext-)feasible[k;]:
)
c,'rent.next->nextstate-NULL;
prev.next-current-next;
currentcapptr-currentcapptr->next;
)
/Pstrategy 00001 /
if(current->feasible[O -- 1 &&((current->ghold[OI+A[01)<-P- 1 ))
(currentcapptr-capptr; /move crrent cap ptr back*/
currentnext-prev.next->nextstate-M ALLOC(state):
if(curreatl..next--NULL)
{printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n"):
scanf("d",firstcap):
statesa++:;
for(j-O:j<i;j++)
currentnext-capl j]-current->cap[ji;
current.next->cap[i+ 1 1-currentcaptr->cap:
for(k-O:k<-N- 1;k++)
(if(k--O)
(currenLtnext->g..hold[k]=current->gjold[k 1;
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currenLt.next->feasible[ki- 1;
)
else
tcurrentnext->g.hold[k)-current-)gold[k ;
if(LIk -- i+ )
currenLrnext->feasible[k]- I;
else
currentnext->feasible[k]-0;
)
)
currentnext->nexLtstate-NULL;
prev..next-currentLnext:
currenLtcapptr-currenLcapptr->next;
while(currentcapptrl-NULL) /*do all nonzero caps*/
(currentnext-prev..next- >nextstate - M ALLOC(state );
if(current.next--NULL)
(printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n");
scanfC("%d",firstcap);
)
statesm..n++:
for(j-0;j<-i;j++)
currenLtnext->cap[ jI-current->capl j;
currentnext->cap[i+ I ]=currentcapptr->cap:
for(k-0;k<-N- 1 ;k++)
(currentLnext->g..Jhold[k I- prevnext->g.holdk ;
currentnext-feasible[ki-prev-next->feasible[k];
)
currentnext-)nextstate-NULL:
prev..next-currentnext:
current.capptr-currentcapptr->next;
)
)
if(N-2)
{
/strategies:00010,00011, 00100, 00110, 00111,01000, 01001,01010, 01011,01100,
01l101 ,011 10,0111, 10000, 10001, 10010, 10011, 10100, 10101, 10110, 10111,
I1000,11001, 11010, ,11 00,1 1 101, 110, 11111 havebeenommitedasthey havea
similar structure*/
)
void deletequeue( char cap)
(queue * temp;
char i;
for (i-; i<-cap; i++)
(if (head I-NULL)
{
temp-head->next;
free((void* )head):
head-temp:
)
else
return;
)
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return;
)
void addqueue( char j)
(queue current,* currentnext, * temp;
if (head--NULL) /an empty queue'/
(head-MALLOC(queue);
if(head--NULL)
(printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n");
scanf("%d",first_cap);
)
head->f..nu mber-j;
head->next-NULL;
)
else /*not an empty queue*/
(current-head;
while(current->nextl-NULL&&current->f.number>j)
(
current-current->next;
)
if (current->next--NULL)
(
if (current->fnumberj)
(temp-current:
current-MALLOC(queue):
if(current--NULL)
(
printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n");
scanf("'%d"first_cap);
)
if(temp--head)
head-current;
current->next-te m p:
current->fnu mber-j;
)
else
{
te mp-current-)next;
current->next-MALLOC(queue);
if(current->next--NULL)
( C
printf("run out of memory. Exit program\n"):;
scanf("%d",firstcap):
)
current->next->next-te m p;
current->next-)>fnu mber-j:
)
)
else
(
temp-current
current-MALLOC(queue);
if(current--NULL)
prif("run out of memory. Exit program\n):printf(run out of memory. Exit program\n);
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scanf("%d",firstcap);
)
if(temp-head)
head-current;
current-mnext-temp;
current->fnumber-j:
)
)
)
int findaircost (int period, state current)
(
int cost-O:
char ij:
queue qcurrent:
for i- 1 :i<-period;i++)
(
for (j-N- : j)-O:j--)
if (AIj]current->ghold[j]--i)
addqueue (j);
if (current->cap[iI>O)
deletequeue(current->cap[i]);
)
qcurrent-head;
while(qcurrentl-NULL)
(
cost+-calqcurrent->fnu mber][period + I - (Aqcurrent->f.numberl+current-
>ghold[q_current->f_nu mber l) ;
qcurrent-qcurrent->next
deletequeue( 1 );
)
return cost;
)
void findoptimaLcost(void)
(
char ij;
state start, current, current-next, *firstnext,*min;
int aircost:
float min cost,cost:
/*calculate opt-cost for last stage*/
current-&first.state[P- I 1:
while (currenti-NULL)
{
current->optcost-find.aircost(P-1 ,current)
current-current->nextstate;
)
/* find optcost for other stages*/
for( i-P-2: i>-O:;i--)
{
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current-&firstLstatelil
current.lnext-current->nex Lstage:
if(current- >nex tstate--NULL)
firstLnext-NULL:
else
flrst.next-current->nextstate->nexLstage;
whlle(curreatl-NULL)
(
/air cost same for all strategies*/
aircost-flindair..cost(i,current);
m incost-aircost;
ta in-currentnext:
/'look strategy 0 set it to min. notice ground cost is zero*/
for (j 1; j<-counter[current->caplill:j++)
(
m incost+-currentnext->optcost* pIcurrentLnext->caplill[currentnext->cap[i+ 1 IJ;
currentLnext-currentnext->nextstate:
)
while(currentnextl-NULL&&current.nextl-first-next)
(
cost-aircost:
/*add ground cost'/
ror(j-O:j<-N- I :j++)
if(current->feasible[jl*currentLnext->feasibleljl-- 1 )
cost+-cgljitcurrentnext->gJhold jil:
/*add exp opt cost all cap cases*/
start-currenLtnext:
for (j- 1: j<-counter[current->cap[il;j++)
(
cost+-currenLnext->optcost*p[current-next->cap[ilI[currentnext->capi+ 1 l;
currengnext-currentnext->next-state:
)
if(cost<min.cost)
(
mincost-cost:
min-start;
)
)
current->opLcost-min-cost;
current-next.stage-min:
current-current->nextstate:
current.next-current->nextstage;
if(current->nexstate--NULL)
first-next-NULL:
else
firstLnext-current->nexgtstate->nextstage;
)
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main()
C
char in.file1201,ouLtfile[201:
int ,j,k,l,period-O,cap, count:
FILE fpo:
FILE fpi;
-.ate * current, * temp, prev;
printf("\n nput filenames for inputs and outputs respectively\n"):
scanf("%ss",inJfile,outjfile):
fpi-openfile(infile, "r", stdin, "stdin"):
fpo-openfile(out.file,"w", stdout,"stdout"):
/Pread input data*/
fscanf(fpi, "%d%d%d%d",&firstcap,&N,&M,&P):
printf("Inputs are:\nPeriod 0 capacity is: %d.\nThe number of planes is: %d"
"\nThe maximum capacity is: %d \nThe number of periods is: %d",firsLtcap,N,M,P);
fprintf(fpo,"Inputs are:\nPeriod 0 capacity is: %d.\nThe number of planes is: %d"
"\nThe maximum capacity is: %d \nThe number of periods is: %d",firsLcap,N,M,P);
prlntf("\n\nThe conditional PMF'S are:"):
fprintf(fpo,"\n\nThe conditional PMF'S are:\n"):
for(i-O;i<-M:i++)
{
printf("\n");
fprintf(fpo,"\n"):
for(j-O:jc-M:j++)
fscanf(fpi,"%r'.&pli)[j):
printfC\t p(%d/%d)-%.2rf,ji,p[iI[jl):
fprintf(fpo,"\t p(%d/%d)-%.2f",j,i,p!illjI):
I
printf("\n\n\nThe scheduled departure and arrival times are:\n\n");
fprintf(fpo,"\n\n\nThe scheduled departure and arrival times are:\n\n")
for(i-O0 i-N- ;i++)
fscanf(fpi"%d%d",&L[il,&A[ii):
printf("Plane %d: departure time is: %d.\t Arrival time is: %d\n\n",i l,L[ij,A[il);
fprintf(fpo,"Plane %d: departure time is: %d.\t Arrival time is: %d\n\n",i+ l,L[i],A[i):
printf("\n\nThe ground and air marginal costs for each plane are (plane, # of periods):\n");
printf(fpo"\n\nThe ground and air marginal costs for each plane are(plane, # of periods):\n")fprintf(fpo,\n\nThe gr'ound and air marginal costs for each plane are(plane, # of
periods):\n"):
for(i-0; i-N- I i++)
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C
printf("\n"):
fprlntf(fpo,"'\n"i:
for(j- 1 :j-P- I :j++)
t
fscanf(fpi,"%Xd%d,&cgiljl,&cai][jl):
prlntf("ground cost(%d, %d)-%6d\t air cost(%d, %d)-%6d\n\n",i+ 1,j,cg[i[ljj,i+ 1,j,ca[i][jl):
rprintf(rpo,"ground cost(%d, %d)-%6d\t air cost(%d, %d)-%6d\n\n",i+ 1,j,cgil[j,i+ 1,j,ca[il[jl):
)
)
fclose(fpi);
createstatespace():
rindoptimaLcost()o;
/*retrieve solution'/
rprintf(fpo,"\n\nSolution:\n\nThe number of states is: %ld\n\nThe exp. cost for pt. dynamic
strategy is: %.2f\n\n",states..nfirststatel.optcost):
prlntf("\n\nSolution:n\nnThe number of states is: %ld\n\nThe exp. cost for opt. dynamic
strategy is: $%.2f\n\n",states.n,firststate[OI.optcost):
fprintf(fpo,"The optimal delay strategy for period 0 is(O is do not delay, I is delay):\n\n");
printf("The optimal delay strategy for period 0 is(0 is do not delay is delay):\n\n");
for(i-O:i<-N- 1 :i++)
(
fprintf(fpo,"\nPlane %d strategy:
%d.\n",i+ 1 ,first..state[Ol.feasible[il]firststate[Ol.nextgstage->feasible[il):
printf("\nPlane d strategy: %d.\n",i+l,first-state[Ol.feasiblelilfirststate[0l.next-stage-
>feasiblelil):
)
fprintf(fpo,"\\n\n"):
printf("\n\n"):
1-1:
printfC"\n do you want to get results for next time period? (enter I if yes 0 if no).\n");
scanfC("%d",&j):
while(l-- 1 )
(
prev-&first-state[0l:
current-first..state[Ol.nextstage;
period-O;
while(j-- 1 )
C
if(period--P-l )
printf("\n sorry previous period was the final period\n");
break:;)
period++:
k 1;
temp-current;
while(k-- )
(current-temp:
count-O:
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printf("\n enter capacity for period %d:,period):
scanf("%d",&cap):
while(current-)capperiodli-cap)
(current-current->nextstate
count++;
if(count>-counterlprev->cap[period- I 11)
(currenttemp:
printf("\nSorry. Capacity of %d is not valid here (i.e. prob 0 event). Try again.\n", cap);
break:)
)
if(count<counterlprev->cap[period- Ill)
(tprintf(fpo,"\n\nThe exp. cost for opt. dynamic strategy for period %d capacity of %d is:
$%.2f\n\n",period,cap,current->optcost);
printf("\n\nThe esp. cost for opt. dynamic strategy for period %d capacity of %d is:
$%.2f\n\n",period,cap,current->optcost);
fprintf(fpo,"The optimal delay strategy is: \n\n",period):
printf("The optimal delay strategy is:\n\n"):
for(i-O i<-N- I :i++)
(if(period-P- 1 )
(fprintf(fpo,"\nPlane %d strategy: .\n",i+l);
printf("\nPlane %d strategy: 0.\n",i+ 1);
)
else
(fprintf(fpo,"\nPlane %d strategy: %d.\n",i,current->feasible[il*current->nextstage-
)feasibleli]):
printf(\nPlane % d strategy: %d.\n",i,current->feasible[i*current->nextstage->feasible[ii);
)
)
printfC("do you want to try another capacity for period %d? (enter I if yes 0 if
not):\n",period):
scanf("%d",&k):
)
)
prev-current;
current-curreiat->nextstage;
fprintf(fpo,\n\n");
printf("\n");
printf("\n\n do you want to get results for next time period? (enter if yes 0 if no.\n"):
scanf("'%d",&j);
)
printf("\nDo you want to try another capacity sample path starting with period 1?. (enter if
yes O if not)\n");
scaf("%d",&l)j-l:
)
1C "SIZE 5" EXAMPLE: LARGEST SOLVED ON CRAY 2
Inputs are:
Period 0 capacity is: 4.
The number of planes is: 5
The maximum capacity is: 4
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The number of periods is: 5
The conditional PMF'S are!
p(/0)-0.60 p(l /0)-0.lO0
p(O/ )-0.20 p( 1 / 1 )-0.50
p(0/2)-0.10 p(l /2)-0.10
p(O/3)-0.10 p( /3)-O. 1 0
p(O/4)-O. 1 0 p( /4)-O.1 0O
p(2/0)-0.10
p(2/1 )-0.10
p(2/2)-0.60
p(2/3)-0.20
p(2/4)-0.10
p(3/0)-0. 10
p(3/1 )-0.10
p(3/2)-0. 10
p(3/3)-0.50
p(3/4)-0.20
p(4/0)-0. 1 O
p(4/1)-0.10
p(4/2)-0. 10
p(4/3)-0. 10
p(4/4)-0.50
The scheduled dearture and arrival times are:
Plane 1: departure time is: 0. Arrival time is: 1
Plane 2: departure time is: 0. Arrival time is: 1
Plane 3: departure time is: 0. Arrival time is: 1
Plane 4: departure time is: 0. Arrival time is: 1
Plane 5: deoarture time is: 0. Arrival tim is: I
The around and air
ground cost( 1, 1)-
ground cost(l, 2)-
ground cost( 1, 3)-
ground cost(l, 4)-
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
cost(2, 1 )-
cost(2, 2)-
cost(2, 3)-
cost(2, 4)-
cost(3, 1 )-
cost(3, 2)-
cost(3, 3)-
cost(3, 4)-
cost(4, 1 )-
cost(4, 2)-
cost(4, 3)-
cost(4, 4)-
cost(5, 1 )-
cost(5, 2)-
cost(5, 3)-
cost(5, 4)-
marginal
1
2
3
4
3
4
5
6
6
7
8
9
costs for each olane are(nlane # of neriods):
air cost( 1, 1)- 1000
aircost(l,2)- 1100
air cost( , 3)- 1200
air cost(l, 4)- 1300
air cost(2, 1)-
air cost(2, 2)-
air cost(2, 3)-
air cost(2, 4)-
air cost(3, 1)-
air cost(3, 2)-
air cost(3, 3)-
air cost(3, 4)-
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
air cost(4, 1)-
air cost(4, 2)-
air cost(4, 3)-
air cost(4, 4)-
air cost(5, 1 )-
air cost(5, 2)-
air cost(5, 3)-
air cost(5, 4)-
2000
2100
2200
2300
3000
3100
3200
3300
4000
4100
4200
4300
5000
5100
5200
5300
The number of states is: 2087360
The exp. cost for opt. dynamic strategy is: S 158.00
The optimal delay strategy for period 0 is(O is do not delay, 1 is delay):
Plane 1 strategy: 1.
Plane 2 strategy: 1.
Plane 3 strategy: 1.
Plane 4 strategy: 1.
Plane 5 strategy: 1.
The exp. cost for opt. dynamic strategy for period I capacity of 2 is: $126.00
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,
The optimal delay strategy is:
Plane 0 strategy: 1.
Plane I strategy: 1.
Plane 2 strategy: 1.
Plane 3 strategy: 1.
Plane 4 strategy: 1.
The exp. cost for opt. dynamic strategy for period 2 capacity of 2 is: $89.00
The optimal delay strategy is:
Plane 0 strategy: 1.
Plane strategy: 1.
Plane 2 strategy: 1.
Plane 3 strategy: 1.
Plane 4 strategy: 1.
The exp. cost for opt. dynamic strategy for pr,,iod 3 capacity of 2 is: $47.00
The optimal delay strategy is:
Plane 0 strategy: 1.
Plane I strategy: 1.
Plane 2 strategy: 1.
Plane 3 strategy: 1.
Plane 4 strategy: 1.
The exp. cost for opt. dynam.c strategy for period 3 capacity of 4 is: $47.00
The optimal delay strategy is:
Plane 0 strategy: 1.
Plane 1 strategy: 1.
Plane 2 strategy: 1.
Plane 3 strategy: 1.
Plane 4 strategy: 1.
The exp. cost for opt. dynamic strategy for period 4 capacity of 2 is: $0.00
The optimal delay strategy is:
Plane I strategy: 0.
Plane 2 strategy: 0.
Plane 3 strategy: 0.
Plane 4 strategy: 0.
Plane 5 strategy: 0.
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APPENDIX 2
PROBLEM DATA
2A. OFICIAL AIRLINE GUIDE DATA FOR LOGAN (NOVEMBER' 88):
COLUMN 1: EQUIPMENT;
COLUMN 2: AIRCRAFT TYPE;
COLUMN 3: DEPARTURE TIME;
COLUMN 4: DURATION;
COLUMN 5: ARRIVAL TIME;
COLUMN 6: AIRPORT OF DEPARTURE;
I- 2 3_- 4 
DO8 1 5.75 0.5 6.25 MHT
DO8 1 6 0.67 6.67 LEB
D08 1 6 0.67 6.67 PWM
BE1 1 6.36 0.67 7.03 LEB
DO8 1 6.75 0.5 7.25 MHT
BEI 1 6.82 0.5 7.32 MVY
D9S 2 6.38 1 7.38 BTV
SH6 1 6.75 0.67 7.42 HYA
PAG I 6.92 0.5 7.42 PVC
BEI 1 6.95 0.5 7.45 MHT
BEI 1 6.62 0.88 7.5 BDR
DO8 1 6.67 0.83 7.5 ALB
BEI 1 6.83 0.67 7.5 HYA
CNA 1 6.83 0.67 7.5 LCI
SH6 1 6.77 0.75 7.52 ACK
72S 2 6.52 1 7.52 BGR
72S 2 6.52 1 7.52 LGA
SF3 1 6.07 1.5 7.57 PQI
72S 2 6.9 0.67 7.57 PWM
BEC 1 7.08 0.5 7.58 MVY
D9S 2 6.65 1 7.65 EWR
D08 1 6.67 1 7.67 ISP
72S 2 6.5 1.17 7.67 PHL
SF3 1 6.73 1 7.73 BTV
SH6 1 6.73 1 7.73 HPN
L 0 3 6.98 0.75 7.73 BDL
BEC 1 6.75 I 7.75 AUG
SF3 1 6.75 1 7.75 BTV
CNJ 1 7 0.75 7.75 BDL
D9S 2 6.61 1.17 7.78 BUF
72S 2 6.7 1.08 7.78 YUL
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1
0.83
0.75
1.5
1
0.67
I
.17
I
1
1
1
0.83
1.17
1.25
I
1
1.25
0.67
1.17
1.17
1.17
2.5
1.17
0.67
1.17
1
1.33
0.88
1.5
1
1.33
1
1.42
1.42
1.83
1
1
0.83
1.5
0.67
1
0.83
2.33
1.75
1
0.67
1
1.5
1
0.67
0.5
0.67
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BEC
BEC
BEC
SF3
SH6
SF3
72S
BE9
L1O
733
D9S
M80
ATR
BEI
72S
DH8
BEI
F28
DH8
DO8
73S
73S
HS7
73S
M80
CNA
M80
72S
SF3
BEI
733
733
BEI
SH6
F28
733
72S
ATR
BE9
SF3
D9S
BEI
SF3
D08
757
757
72S
BEI
733
D9S
SIH6
DO8
BEI
BEI
6.92
7.09
7.17
6.48
7
7.33
7.07
7.08
7.08
6.93
7.13
7.15
7.17
7.34
7.03
7
7.25
7.25
7.08
7.66
7.16
7.16
7.16
5.92
7.28
7.83
7.41
7.65
7.34
7.8
7.2
7.7
7.42
7.75
7.36
7.4
7
7.92
7.92
8.09
7.42
8.31
8
8.17
6.67
7.25
8.13
8.51
8.2
7.75
8.42
8.75
8.95
8.83
7.92
7.92
7.92
7.98
8
8
8.07
8.08
8.08
8.1
8.13
8.15
8.17
8.17
8.2
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.33
8.33
8.33
8.33
8.33
8.42
8.45
8.5
8.58
8.65
8.67
8.68
8.7
8.7
8.75
8.75
8.78
8.82
8.83
8.92
8.92
8.92
8.92
8.98
9
9
9
9
9.13
9.18
9.2
9.25
9.42
9.42
9.45
9.5
RKD
ALB
ACK
PQI
ISP
PWM
LGA
UCA
JFK
PHL
ROC
EWR
HPN
ALB
DCA
ABE
SYR
SYR
ABE
PWM
lAD
BWI
YOW
ORF
DCA
LCI
DCA
LGA
BGM
BDR
CLE
EWR
BGM
ISP
RIC
PIT
CVG
JFK
SYR
ALB
YYZ
PWM
BGR
ALB
ATL
DTW
LGA
PWM
EWR
YYZ
HPN
LEB
MHT
LEB
1.17
I
0.7I
0.50.5
I
1
1
0.58
1.17
3.33
2.5
0.83
0.67
0.88
0.83
1.5
1.08
2
1
1.17
0.5
1
1
3.33
3.33
3.33
0.5
2
1
0.83
0.67
1.75
1
0.5
1
1
1.42
1
0.67
1.17
1
1
1
0.83
I
1.i7
0.75
0.67
0.67
2
0.75
2
0.67
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733
72S
ATR
BEI
PAG
M80
BEI
BEI
DH8
D9S
767
D9S
D08
BEC
BEI
BEI1
D9S
DH8
72S
73S
72S
BEI
72S
BEI
D9S
D10O
733
D08
73S
D08
BEI
SH6
757
BEC
BEC
BEC
SF3
D9S
SH6
SH6
D9S
72S
SF3
72S
DO8
D9S
D9S
SF3
CNA
DO8
DC9
SF3
D9S
72S
8.46
8.65
8.67
8.92
9.17
8.7
8.72
8.72
9.17
8.61
6.47
7.32
9
9.16
8.97
9.12
8.47
8.92
8.03
9.07
8.91
9.63
9.13
9.15
6.84
6.87
6.9
9.75
8.25
9.33
9.5
9.66
8.58
9.42
9.92
9.5
9.5
9.11
9.58
9.91
9.41
9.6
9.65
9.65
9.84
9.7
9.56
10
10.08
10.08
8.75
10.08
8.83
10.21
9.63
9.65
9,67
9.67
9.67
9.7
9,72
9.72
9.75
9.78
9.8
9.82
9.83
9.83
9.85
9.95
9.97
10
10.03
10.0/
10.08
10.13
10.13
10.15
10.17
10.2
10.23
10.25
10.25
10.33
10.33
10.33
10.33
10.42
10.42
10.5
10.5
10.53
10.58
10.58
10.58
10.6
10.65
10.65
10.67
10.7
10.73
10.75
10.75
10.75
10.75
10.83
10.83
10.88
BWil
LGA
JFK
HVN
PVC
EWR
HPN
HPN
YSJ
DCA
ORD
YHZ
ALB
PWM
BDR
ALB
CLE
YUL
CLT
SYR
PHL
MVY
LGA
BGR
MDW
ORD
DAY
MHT
CLT
ISP
ALB
PWM
DTW
BHB
MVY
AUG
ROC
PIT
HPN
HYA
DCA
JFK
BTV
LGA
ALB
EWR
PHL
ACK
PWM
LEB
MKE
BDL
MKE
PWM
2
0.67
2
1
0.67
1
1.17
0.67
1.08
1.5
2.5
1.17
1
0.67
1.17
0.5
1.17
1
3.33
2.5
1
0.67
I
I
1
0.5
3.33
2.67
1.5
1.17
1.75
1
1
2.33
2.33
0.67
1.83
0.83
3.75
2.67
1
2.33
0.83
I
11
1.5
1.33
1
1
1.25
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SH6
DH7
ATR
DC9
BEI
73S
72S
DO8
72S
72S
BEC
757
SF3
767
72S
CNJ
SH6
D9S
BEI
M80
D08
767
D9S
SH6
BEC
72S
D9S
BEI1
PAG
DIO
M80
737
D9S
M80
72S
72S
M80
D9S
BEI
72S
DO8
72S
LIO
D9S
757
BEI
BEC
BEI
BEI
SF3
SF3
BEI
72S
DH8
9.92
9.98
10
9
10.4
9.07
10.07
10.41
10.12
9.98
10.5
10.09
9.7
8.75
10.13
10.33
10.66
10.21
10.92
10.26
10.5
8.22
9.07
10.58
10.91
10.58
10.63
10.67
11.17
8.35
9.08
10.28
10.7
10.13
10.93
10.98
9.69
9.75
11.48
10.4
11.42
8.5
9.6
11.3
9.99
11.5
11.42
11.42
11.45
11
11.17
11.57
11.58
11.35
10.92
10.98
11
11
11.07
11.07
11.07
1108
11.12
11.17
11.2
11.25
11.3
11.33
11.33
11.38
11.42
11.43
11.5
11.55
11.57
11.58
11.58
11.58
11.63
11.67
11.67
11.68
11.75
11.78
11.87
11.88
11.93
11.98
12.02
12.08
12.15
12.23
12.25
12.25
12.27
12.3
12.32
12.33
12.42
12.42
12.45
12.5
12.5
12.57
12.58
12.6
ISP
JFK
HPN
MKE
LEB
CLT
LGA
PWM
BGR
IAD
HYA
YUL
PQI
ORL
BWI
JFK
HYA
MDT
MHT
DCA
ISP
DFW
YHZ
ISP
PWM
LGA
EWR
BHB
PVC
ORD
STL
CLE
PHL
RDU
LGA
LGA
BNA
ATL
PWM
CVG
ALB
MCI
STL
ROC
ATL
ALB
RKD
JFK
BTV
PQI
AIV
BGR
LGA
YQI
I
1
0.67
0.67
0.75
1.17
1
1
1
1.5
0.67
1.33
1
0.67
9.3
1
7.25
0.67
0.5
1.42
1
1.5
3.33
1
1
1.17
1
0.5
2.5
1
1.08
1
0.5
1.17
1.5
3.33
1.75
0.83
0.67
0.67
1.17
1
1
0.67
0.5
1.17
0.75
0.75
4
2.5
1
1
2.75
7.25
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733
BE9
BEI
CNA
BEC
73S
72S
SF3
SF3
D9S
M80
BEI1
BE9
BEC
DIM
ATR
LI0
BEI1
SH6
D9S
DH7
BEI1
DIO
BE1
D08
734
BEI1
SF3
72S
72S
72S
M80
PAG
733
D9S
D9S
757
D08
D08
D08
72S
733
72S
SH6
D08
733
SF3
SH6
AB3
767
SH6
BEI1
757
747
11.63
11.67
12
12
12
11.76
11.98
12
12
11.58
12.41
11.84
12.17
12.5
3.87
12.25
6
12.73
12.9
11.98
12.42
11.98
10.15
12.5
12.5
12.38
12.57
13.07
11.08
12.58
12.52
12.63
13.17
12.53
12.23
10.42
12.05
13
13.16
13.25
12.8
12.98
12.98
13.33
13.5
12.83
13.33
13.33
10.17
11.72
13.25
13.28
11.58
7.08
12.63
12.67
12.67
12.67
12.75
12.93
12.98
13
13
13.08
13.08
13.17
13.17
13.17
13.17
13.25
13.25
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.42
13.48
13.48
13.5
13.5
13.55
13.57
13.57
13.58
13.58
13.6
13.63
13.67
13.7
13.73
13.75
13.8
13.83
13.83
13.92
13.97
13.98
13.98
14
14
14
14.08
14.08
14.17
14.22
14.25
14.28
14.33
14.33
EWR
UCA
PWM
LCI
ACK
DCA
LGA
BGR
ISP
YYZ
PWM
BGM
SYR
HYA
BRU
JFK
LHR
LEB
MVY
PIT
JFK
PQI
ORD
BTV
ISP
BWI
BGR
MHT
ORL
LGA
YUL
EWR
PVC
PHL
YYZ
MDW
DTW
ALB
PWM
LEB
PHL
SYR
LGA
HYA
MHT
IAD
ACK
BDL
SJU
ORL
HIPN
BTV
MEM
LHR
13.6
13.18
13.59
13.5
13.5
13.5
12.53
13.4
13.58
11.25
13.58
13.62
14
14
14
14
12
1$.92
11.45
11.83
13.48
12.18
14.3
13.98
14
14.25
12.05
14.08
14.25
14.5
14.58
14.66
14.83
14.16
14.9
12.9
14.92
12.59
14.31
14.33
14.33
14.03
14.58
7.98
15.17
14.75
14.75
13.42
14.63
15.16
14.41
15.09
15.34
14.97
0.75
1.17
0.83
I
1
2
1.17
1
3.33
1
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
2.67
0.83
3.33
3
1.42
2.75
0.67
1
1
0.75
3
1
1
0.75
0.67
0.67
0.5
1.17
0.5
2.5
0.5
2.83
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.5
1
7.6
0.5
1
1
2.33
1.17
0.67
1.42
0.83
0.58
1
14.35
14.35
14.42
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.53
14.57
14.58
14.58
14.58
14.62
14.67
14.67
14.67
14.67
14.67
14.75
14.78
14.83
14.9
14.93
14.97
14.98
15
15
15.05
15.08
15.25
15.25
15.25
15.33
15.33
15.33
15.4
15.4
15.42
15.42
15.48
15.5
15.5
15.53
15.58
15.58
15.67
15.75
15.75
15.75
15.8
15.83
15.83
15.92
15.92
15.97
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BEI
733
BEI1
BEC
DH7
SH6
733
D9S
BEI
M80
72S
M80
BEI1
BEC
BEC
D08
72S
SF3
D10O
757
M80
72S
757
72S
D08
BEI1
72S
72S
SH3
BE9
CNA
D08
DO8
D9S
BEI1
D9S
BEC
757
D9S
72S
D9S
D9S
72S
L10
PAG
BEC
D9S
767
734
BE1
M80
BEI1
DH8
D9S
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
2
3
2
I
2
1
1
2
ACK
PHL
ALB
BHB
JFK
ISP
CLT
DCA
BTV
DFW
LGA
EWR
PWM
HYA
PWM
PWM
STL
ALB
ORD
TPA
PIT
PBI
PWM
LGA
ISP
BDL
MIA
BGR
HPN
ACK
PWM
LEB
MHT
PHL
MVY
YHZ
MVY
FLL
DCA
BDA
DCA
CLE
LGA
PAR
PVC
AUG
EWR
ATL
BWI
LEB
PIT
ALB
YSJ
ROC
I
0.67
0.67
4.33
1
3
1
3.83
1.75
1.17
I
1
0.88
0.5
8
1
1
0.75
1.75
1
0.5
1.5
2.5
2
0.67
1.17
1
1
3
5.25
1
3.75
4.5
0.83
0.67
3.33
1.83
1
1
0.83
5.25
I
1.08
2.33
3.33
4.5
1
0.83
1
3.75
2.33
0.5
1
0.67
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72S
CNA
DO8
757
D9S
72S
SH6
M80
M80
D9S
SF3
SH6
BEI1
SF3
D10O
ATR
SF3
BEC
757
D9S
DO8
D9S
D9S
72S
BEI1
733
DO8
BEI1
72S
767
72S
D1O
D8S
DO8
BEC
D9S
72S
BEC
SF3
BEI1
767
M80
72S
72S
D10O
L1O
BEC
DO8
SH6
M80
M80
SH6
72S
BE1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
I.
1
3
211221
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
3
3
I
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
14,98
15.33
15.33
11.67
15.05
13.07
15.08
12.27
14.35
14.95
15.17
15.17
15.29
15.67
8.17
15.23
15.23
15.5
14.5
15.25
15.83
14.83
13.88
14.38
15.73
15.3
15.5
15.57
13.57
11.35
15.63
12.88
12.15
15.84
16
13.34
14.85
15.75
15.75
15.92
11.52
15.8
15.77
14.54
13.54
12.42
16
16.17
16.08
13.33
14.75
16.65
16.15
16.5
15.98
16
16
16
16.05
16.07
16.08
16.1
16.1
16.12
16.17
16.17
16.17
16.17
16.17
16.23
16.23
16.25
16.25
16.25
16.33
16.33
16.38
16.38
16.4
16.47
16.5
16.57
16.57
16.6
16.63
16.63
16.65
16.67
16.67
16.67
16.68
16.75
16.75
16.75
16.77
16.8
16.85
16.87
16.87
16.92
17
17
17.08
17.08
17.08
17.15
17.15
17.17
LGA
PWM
PWM
SLC
BTV
TPA
ISP
IAH
RDU
BUF
BGR
HPN
BDR
MVY
FRA
JFK
BTV
ACK
DTW
EWR
MHT
YYZ
ORL
CLT
PWM
BWI
ISP
BGR
MIA
LAX
LGA
DEN
SFO
ALB
PWM
MDW
CVG
RKD
BTV
ALB
LAX
EWR
YUL
ATL
ORD
SFO
AUG
ALB
HPN
DEN
BNA
MVY
LGA
HYA
1.17
2.67
0.67
3,33
3.33
1
1
I
I°1.
0.88
2.83
2.75
0.67
1.5
0.75
0.5
0.75
1.5
I
1
0.5
1.33
0.67
1
0.83
1.17
1
0.67
3.33
1.17
1.08
1
1.75
1.17
0.5
0.67
1
0.671
0.67
1.5
1.42
1
2
1.17
1
0.83
1.33
0.5
1.75
2
0.83
17.17
17.17
17.2
17.22
17.22
17.25
17.25
17.27
17.3
17.33
17.33
17.37
17.37
17.38
17.42
17.42
17.5
17.5
17.52
17.53
17.57
17.65
17.67
17.75
17.75
17.8
17.83
17.85
17.92
17.92
17.92
17.92
18
18
18.02
18.02
18.03
18.03
18.08
18.08
18.12
18.15
18.2
18.2
18.25
18.25
18.28
18.33
18.33
18.42
18.5
18.53
18.57
18.58
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73S
LIO
BEI
72S
D8S
DH7
SH6
SH6
733
BEI
SH6
BEI1
F28
72S
CNA
D9S
BEI1
D08
72S
D9S
BEI1
747
PAG
SF3
D08
M80
SF3
733
BE9
SF3
757
72S
DH8
D08
72S
L0
BEI1
72S
BEC
SF3
72S
SF3
D9S
733
SH3
DC9
D9S
ATR
D08
BEI
D08
D10O
733
BEI
16
14.5
16.53
13.89
13.89
16.25
16.25
16.52
16.3
16.33
16.33
16.49
14.54
14.63
16.75
15.92
16.75
17
16.77
16.03
16.57
16.65
17.17
16.42
17.08
16.8
17
16.68
16.92
17.25
14.59
16.75
16.92
17
16.27
16.85
17.53
17.03
17.08
17.41
17.12
17.48
16.7
16.78
17.25
16.25
17.11
17.33
17.5
17.09
18
16.78
16.57
17.75
PHL
STL
HYA
ORD
ORD
JFK
HPN
ACK
EWR
BTV
ISP
BDR
GSO
MEM
LCI
YYZ
HVN
MHT
BDL
CLE
BGR
JFK
LGA
BGM
DFW
EWR
ALB
IAD
UCA
PWM
DFW
PHL
YUL
ISP
DTW
BDA
MHT
SYR
BHB
HYA
LGA
PWM
CLE
PIT
HPN
MKE
PHL
JFK
ALB
BGM
MHT
DTW
CLT
ALB
1.17
1,17
1
1
0,67
2,08
1.17
1
3,33
1.5
1
I
0.88
0.83
1
0.75
1.17
0.75
0.67
0.67
1.17
0.5
1.25
1
1.17
1
3.33
5.25
1.42
1
0.83
0.67
2.83
3.33
1.17
1
2
1.17
I
3.33
2.33
1
0.83
1
0.75
1
0.75
0.5
3
1
0.5
3.75
1
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HS7
D9S
757
BE9
DOS8
73S
72S
72S
72S
D9S
DH7
SF3
BEI1
BEC
M80
SH6
72S
D9S
BEC
CNA
D08
73S
BEI
DH8
SH6
72S
D9S
72S
DIO
F28
DO8
D08
SH6
72S
767
M80
M80
D9S
73S
BEC
72S
L10
BEC
BEI
D9S
BEI
SF3
SH6
PAG
72S
72S
BEI1
733
72S
17.41
17.46
17.63
17.67
18
16.59
17.55
17.73
15.42
17.25
17.83
17.83
17.95
18
17.87
17.92
18.17
17.76
18.25
18.33
18.33
17.83
18.55
17.83
18.08
17.96
18.15
15.84
13.92
17.86
18.33
18.5
18.66
16.54
16.1
18.28
18.45
17.47
18.31
18.5
16.17
17.17
18.58
18.75
18.6
18.9
18.67
18.92
19.17
16.67
18.67
19.2
15.95
18.7
18.58
18.63
18.63
18.67
18.67
18.67
18.72
18.73
18.75
18.75
18.83
18.83
18.83
18.83
18.87
18.92
18.92
18.93
19
19
19
19
19.05
19.08
19.08
19.13
19.15
19.17
19.17
19.28
19.33
19.33
19.33
19.37
19.43
19.45
19.45
19.47
19.48
19.5
19.5
19.5
19.58
19.58
19.6
19.65
19.67
19.67
19.67
19.67
19.67
19.7
19.7
19.7
YOW
MDT
LOA
SYR
PWM
DAY
DCA
LGA
ORD
YYZ
JFK
BGR
BDR
ALB
EWR
ISP
BDL
PHL
ACK
LCI
LEB
BWI
MVY
YQI
HPN
DCA
LGA
ORD
LAX
RIC
ISP
ALB
DTW
FLL
DPW
DCA
EWR
MKE
lAD
RKD
ORD
ATL
BHB
ALB
ROC
BDL
BTV
ACK
PVC
MIA
BGR
MHT
DEN
LGA
19.08
18.77
18.9
19.09
18.95
16.15
18.98
19.31
19.05
19.08
19.33
18.91
19.15
19.25
19.75
19.1
19.11
17.8
17
19.5
19.58
19.08
19.46
15.38
19.67
19.17
19.67
17.4
18.42
19.77
19.83
18.43
19.61
17.3
20.08
19.68
20.25
19
18.86
17.55
19.57
18.25
20.63
16.48
20.75
20.58
18.02
20.8
18.82
18.54
18.92
20.95
21
18.72
0.75
1.08
I
0.83
1
3.83
1
0.67
1
1
0.75
1.17
1
1
0.5
1.17
1.17
2.5
3.33
1
I1
1.5
1.17
5.25
1
1.5
1
3.33
2.33
1
1
2.5
1.42
3.75
1
1.5
1
2.33
2.67
4
2
3.33
1
5.25
1
1.17
3.75
1
3
3.33
3
1
1
3.33
19.83
19.85
19.9
19.92
19.95
19.98
19.98
19.98
20.05
20.08
20.08
20.08
20.15
20.25
20.25
20.27
20.28
20.3
20.33
20.5
20.58
20.58
20.63
20.63
20.67
20.67
20.67
20.73
20.75
20.77
20.83
20.93
21.03
21.05
21.08
21.18
21.25
21.33
21.53
21.55
21.57
21.58
21.63
21.73
21.75
21.75
21.77
21.8
21.82
21.87
21.92
21.95
22
22.05
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CNJ
767
72S
SF3
733
733
733
72S
SH6
SH6
SF3
72S
72S
ATR
BEC
D9S
73S
F28
D10
BEI
SH6
D9S
D9S
D8S
DH7
D9S
72S
D10
D9S
D9S
D08
767
D9S
D8S
72S
D9S
72S
72S
M80
AB3
733
72S
72S
767
ATR
73S
72S
M80
AB3
DI0
757
72S
ATR
733
BDL
YUL
JFK
ALB
EWR
IAH
SYR
PWM
HPN
ISP
ACK
DCA
LGA
JFK
MVY
DCA
BUF
ORF
ORD
BGR
HPN
YYz
PHL
LAX
JFK
YYZ
LGA
ORD
ATL
EWR
ISP
ORL
PIT
DEN
LGA
CLE
JFK
ATL
STL
SJU
CLT
DFW
LGA
LAX
JFK
BWI
MCI
EWR
MIA
DFW
TPA
LGA
JFK
ORD
17.73
18.92
19.75
21.08
20.78
21.13
20.17
20.75
21.53
19.83
20.57
20.84
21.07
21.66
21.73
18.59
21.92
20.62
21.95
21.92
20.5
21.05
20.1
22.06
21.88
22.73
19.97
22.83
21.87
22.95
20.64
4.5
3.33
2.5
1.17
1.5
1.17
2.33
1.75
1
2.75
2.08
1.83
1.75
1.17
1.17
4.33
1
2.33
1
1.33
2.83
2.33
3.33
1.42
1.75
1
3.83
1
2
I
3.33
22.23
22.25
22.25
22.25
22.28
22.3
22.5
22.5
22.53
22.58
22.65
22.67
22.82
22.83
22.9
22.92
22.92
22.95
22.95
23.25
23.33
23.38
23.43
23.48
23.63
23.73
23.8
23.83
23.87
23.95
23.97
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D10
D9S
72S
72S
733
734
D9S
M80
72S
72S
73S
767
M80
D9S
733
757
72S
M80
757
SF3
757
757
D10
733
D10
AB3
733
ATR
733
M80
767
SFO
MDW
ORL
DCA
CLE
BWI
ATL
DTW
LGA
PBI
DAY
CVG
RDU
DCA
IAD
SLC
LGA
BNA
LGA
AIV
FLL
ATL
ORD
PIT
DTW
JFK
IAH
JFK
CLT
EWR
ORD
2B. DATA BASE SHOWING AIRCRAFT TYPE, DEPARTURE, AND
ARRIVAL PERIOD:
TYPE DEP2A RT ARRIVE
1 1 3
1 2 4
! 2 4
1 3 6
I 5 7
I 5 7
1 5 7
1 5 7
1 5 7
2 3 7
1 2 8
1 4 8
1 4 8
1 4 8
1 4 8
1 4 8
1 5 8
I 5 8
1 5 8
1 6 8
2 4 8
2 4 8
2 4 8
2 4 8
2 5 8
3 5 8
1 3 9
1 5 9
1 5 9
1 5 9
1 6 9
1 6 9
1 6 9
2 4 9
2 4 9
1 6 10
1 6 10
1 6 10
1 7 10
1 7 10
2 5 10
2 6 10
2 6 10
2 6 10
2 6 10
3 6 10
1 6 11
1 6 11
1 7 11
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8
1
6
6
6
7
7
7
9
9
6
7
8
8
7
9
9
9
9
10
11
6
7
7
7
10
10
12
4
7
10
10
11
13
13
9
12
12
12
13
13
14
11
12
12
13
14
14
14
14
7
11
12
3
11 
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
1
2
2
2
3
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1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
13
14
16
5
5
10
13
14
14
5
15
15
16
16
17
17
11
12
16
16
16
16
17
17
14
15
16
16
16
16
17
17
18
18
18
18
13
13
18
16
18
19
19
20
14
14
17
18
18
18
19
20
21
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
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18
19
13
20
20
20
21
22
14
20
20
10
11
14
18
20
21
21
19
23
16
17
19
23
23
23
23
24
12
17
23
16
22
22
23
24
24
26
26
24
24
26
25
25
25
26
26
26
28
24
27
25
27
27
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
31
31
31
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1
1
2
3
3
1
I
1
1
I
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
I
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
!
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
28
29
25
2
18
28
28
28
30
30
22
26
27
28
28
28
28
30
30
31
19
26
29
29
29
31
31
31
32
29
18
24
31
31
32
32
24
30
6
32
32
32
32
34
34
34
34
23
26
28
31
32
32
33
31
31
31
31
31
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
37
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25
26
31
33
35
23
34
35
26
34
35
36
36
36
37
37
37
28
29
34
35
38
34
35
35
36
9
37
38
38
39
35
36
37
37
37
31
38
38
38
38
38
39
39
39
40
24
27
30
35
37
38
10
40
37
37
37
37
37
37
38
38
38
38
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
40
40
40
40
40
40
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
43
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40
41
33
35
36
37
39
39
40
40
41
42
31
32
37
40
23
26
29
41
41
41
36
41
41
24
27
32
42
42
42
44
44
44
31
33
37
42
42
33
36
43
43
43
43
43
44
45
36
36
41
43
44
45
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
48
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I
1
2
2
2
3
I
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
46
46
42
44
45
44
43
45
46
46
47
36
44
45
45
35
45
46
46
47
47
48
43
44
45
46
46
45
46
47
47
48
43
46
48
49
50
50
44
44
47
47
48
48
48
45
49
49
49
49
50
39
47
49
48
48
48
48
48
48
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
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49
50
49
50
51
51
51
52
41
49
49
50
33
51
52
52
44
47
48
49
51
51
51
42
52
52
52
53
53
53
54
54
41
42
44
52
52
52
46
54
54
42
53
53
53
55
53
54
54
55
53
54
55
57
53
53
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
58
58
58
58
58
59
59
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2
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
I
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
49
54
54
46
56
56
56
54
54
55
56
39
47
57
51
57
51
56
56
58
47
54
59
51
53
56
60
43
48
61
50
53
61
61
52
53
60
62
52
48
53
57
61
62
62
57
58
60
61
64
61
52
60
62
59
59
59
59
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
61
61
61
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
64
64
64
64
64
64
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
66
66
66
67
67
67
67
67
68
68
68
68
68
68
69
69
69
2 64 69
2 64 69
2 65 69
3 65 69
1 65 71
2 60 71
2 62 71
2 66 71
3 58 71
3 65 72
3 68 72
1 69 73
2 57 73
2 65 73
2 69 73
3 60 73
2C. STATIC SCHEDULE FOR ONE AND THREE AIRCRAFT CLASSES
The static schedule for aircraft class, period through T+ 1-74 is
N-0,0,1,2,0,1,6,16,9,11,10,7,11,7,4,9,9,10,8,12,9,11,7,10,6,4,9,9,3,7,
8,12,8,7,7,14,7,4,11,6,1O,16,9,11,9,13,11,8,10,12,6,12,10,11,11,15,8,5,6,9,
4,4,2,6,8,3,5,6,7,0,5,2,5,0.
The static schedulefor 3 aircraft classes, period through T+ 1:
N =0,0,1,2,0,1,5,10,7,5,4,3,7,3,3,6,5,3,6,6,6,5,3,5,0,1,5,7,15,553,4,
4,8,1,2,7,1,4,9,3,4,3,6,7,4,5,6,4,4,5,6,3,8,2,3,2,3,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,00,0,1,0,1,0.
N 2-0,,0,0,0,0,1,5,2,5,6,4,4,4,1,3,3,6,2,6,3,6,3,3,5,3,3,2,2,2,1,7,5,1,2,6,5,2,4
,4,5,6,6,4,3,5,4,3,4,5,2,7,5,4,7,6,5,2,3,4,2,3,2,4,4,1,5,5,6,0,3,0,3,0.
N3 =0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,2,1,
0,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,3,3,2,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,2,1,1,0,2,3,1,0,1,1,0,1,2,1,0.
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APPENDIX 3
CAPACITY CASES
Caoacity Case 1:
Until (hour)
12.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
24.0
caDacity (landings/ 5 min)
15
10
7
10
15
I Scenario2 I
.5 .3 .3 .34
15
.3 .5 .2 .33
.2 .2' .5 .33
CaDacity Case 2:
Until (hour)
24.0
caacity (landings/ 15 min)
10
Scenario
1 2 I
.6 .1 .1
.3 .6 .3 .33
.1 .3 .6 .33
CaDacity Case 3:
Until (hour)
10.0
15.0
18.0
24.0
caDacity (landings/ 1 5 min)
7
15
10
15
Scenario
1 2 3 4
.6 .1 .33 .3
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12.0
16.0
24.0
24.0
10
15
15
18.0
24.0
14.0
24.0
10
15
4
.34
10
15
!
1 1.0
15.0
24.0
12.0
16.0
24.0
Caacltv Case
Until(hour)
10.0
18.0
24.0
12.0
24.0
12.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
24.0
7
10
15
.3 .3 .33 .6
7
10
15
4:
caDacity (landings/ 15 min)
15
10
7
15
10
15
10
7
10
15
.1 .6 .34 .1
Scenario
.3
.3
.4
Caoacity Case 5:
capacity (landings/ 1 5 min)
15
10
15
10
15
10
15
10
15
10
15
Scenario 
.3
.6
.1
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9.0
12.0
16.0
24.0
16.0
24.0
12.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
24.0
S 
CaDacity Case 6:
Untl(bour)
9.0
12.0
16.0
24.0
caaclty landlngs/15 min)
15
10
7
10
16.0
24.0
Scenario 
.6
15
10
11.0
15.0
18.0
20.0
24.0
15
10
15
10
7
,3
.1
Cancitv C ase 7:
capacity (landings/15 min)
10
15
10
7
10
15
10
7
10
10
15
10
7
CaDacity Case 8:
Until (hour)
12.0
14.0
24.0
11.0
capacity (landings/ 1 5 min)
7
10
15
7
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12.0
14.0
18.0
24.0
10.0
13.0
15.0
18.0
24.0
.3
.2
.5
15.0
18.0
20.0
24.0
.3
I
10
15
10
7
10
15
10
.2
.5
Canacitv Case 9:
capacity (landings/ 1 5 min)
10
7
10
15
10
15
10
7
10
15
10
7
10
Scenario
1
.3
.2
.5
CaDacity Case 10:
Until (hour) caDacity
9.0
12.0
14.0
24.0
10.0
i5.0
18.0
24.0
7lanfdn
7
10
7
10
as/15 min)
7
10
15
10
712.0
18.0
24.0
10
15
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13.0
18.0
24.0
13.0
16.0
20.0
24.0
10.0
15.0
18.0
24.0
7.0
12.0
14.0
18.0
20.0
24.0
12.0
16.0
24.0
.1
.3
.6
v
APPENDIX 4
SPREADSHEET FOR SOLUTION STATISTICS
H EAD I NG: DESCR I PION:
CAP.CASE Capacity case number
PROBS. Probability scenario number for given capacity case.
AIRCOST Marginal cost of air delays (S/period)
SOLUTION Name of algorithm used to solve problem defined by
CAP.CASE, PROBS., AIRCOST above.
EXPCOST Expected total delay costs (ground +air) ()
EGNDCOST
EAIRCOST
EGD1 -
EGD2
EGD3
EGDT
EAD
% VSDETERM
Expected ground delay cost ()
Expected air delay cost (S)
Expected ground delay for type 1 aircraft
(aircraft-periods)
Expected ground delay for type 2 aircraft
(aircraft-periods)
Expected ground delay for type 2 aircraft
(aircraft-periods)
Expected ground delay for all aircraft
(aircraft-periods)
Expected air delay for all aircraft (aircraft-periods)
% of total expected cost for DETERM. solution
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